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Letters 
 

From the Editor 
 
As you'll notice in the pages that follow, this 
third issue of Russell's Quarterly has a new 
design.  Those of you who find two columns of 
black text on white pages "boring" will still find 
much in these pages to disappoint you; in fact, 
we've changed the margins and typeface to 
make room for even more black text on white 
pages (roughly 150 more words per page). 
  
The other reason why we've changed the main 
typeface from 12-point Baskerville Old Face to 
12-point Trebuchet is for the sake of clarity; 
while I love Baskerville dearly, and find it to be 
perfectly legible in most instances, it does have 
two disconcerting tendencies: one, becoming 
harder to read when italicized, and two, hiding 
colons when they are preceded by certain 
letters of the alphabet.  Because the clear and 
thorough communication of ideas is the life-
blood of any magazine worth its salt, anything 
that might hinder that process has to be 
eliminated. 
  
You'll also note a change in how pictures are 
utilized.  Previously, in keeping with my 
substance-over-style agenda, I only employed 
them when I felt they were absolutely 
necessary or warranted-- to illustrate a point or 
a game under discussion.  While that general 
rule still applies, I have tried to lessen the 
number of pages without any pictures; I hope 
I've managed to do so without succumbing to 
the vagaries of slick coffee-table style 
magazines.  My main stylistic inspiration is not 
Nintendo Power but remains The New Yorker. 
   
I've tried to provide a wider variety of content 
than we saw in our previous issue, and to make 
that content more directly addressed to those 
not just curious, but active in, game design. 
  
So that's what's different about this issue.  
What's the same?  Well, there's still a general 
focus on the nitty-gritty of game design, an 
obsession with the tug-o-war between mimetic 

and non-mimetic elements, in-depth reviews of 
Game Maker games, and a predilection for 
asides, digressions, counterpoints, and, yes, 
footnotes. 
  
Enjoy! 
 
Tom Russell, Editor 
 

From Jonathan Crosmer 
 
In "Winter 2008" of Russell's Quarterly, you 
wrote: 
  

"The number of blocks [in M. C. Kids, 
used to fight the boss] are tied directly 
to the number of cards [the hidden cards 
scattered throughout the various areas of 
McDonaldland] you found, thus providing 
another incentive to "complete" as much 
of the game as you can.  (Though since 
both the relationship between the cards 
and the blocks, and the boss battle 
itself, are kept a secret, how much of an 
incentive this provides is a matter for 
debate.)" 

  
Now, if I remember correctly, Grimace's 
"reward" for finding all 6 of his cards is a "clue" 
to the final boss, which is that when you beat a 
level, you can earn a "block" toward the final 
boss battle.  You earn a block if 1) you hit the 
spinning M at the end and 2) you hit it far 
enough to the right (which depends on the 
level, since finish lines are different lengths).  
You can only earn one block per level.  This 
adds another element of "exploration" to the 
game; namely, trying to find the best way to 
get to the finish line from the right side in 
order to earn a block more easily, in every level 
that this is possible.  In some levels you can 
only do it by running and jumping. 
 
I seem to remember also that if you play the 
Magic Bag level and die, then one block is 
permanently lost (!)  So that if you die enough 
times, you drain your supply of blocks.  (I 
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learned this from experience.)  I think the 
manual also had a clue that you were supposed 
to try and hit the M as far right as possible, but 
it's been years since I've seen it. 
  
Anyway, I enjoyed your issue and article on 
M.C. Kids.  It's my favorite game of all time.  It 
was interesting to see how even the 
programmers weren't entirely aware of the 
greatness of the work they were creating at the 
time. 
 
Jonathan Crosmer 
 

From René  Boutin 
 
Hi. I enjoyed your first Quarterly, though it was 
decidedly "retro" (but that's where my heart is, 
so I got a kick out of it). 
  
I enjoyed reading about M.C. Kids. I have fond 
memories of it. As a player? Yes, definitely, but 
moreso as one of the development team!  I 
guess you could call me "The Forgotten Artist". 
I've seen M.C. Kids referred to as "developed by 
3 guys", which is a big disservice to the input 
the rest of the team had. While it's true that 
from day 1, the core team was Greg, Dan and 
Darren, they were simultaneously also trying to 
make a game based on The Terminator (NES), 
as well as complete a level editor that was 
crucial to the completion of the game (and 
would later turn out to be a fantastic piece of 
software that became key to Virgin Games' 
successful completion of its subsequent Genesis 
and SNES titles). The artwork load was too 
great for one person so I was hired on to help 
with that. 
  
The Terminator was shelved within months 
of my hiring and my primary focus for nearly a 
year was on M.C. Kids graphics. Darren had 
pretty much nailed down the background tile 
sets, and needed to focus on level design. I 
focused on characters, animation, "story" 
graphics like the large McDonalds characters 

shown in the storybook, and various odds n ends 
(like the dinosaur bones you see in the sandy 
level or "filling" in level areas with detail 
tiles after Darren had completed the main level 
features). I even came up with a unique "wacky" 
background tile set that was meant for a secret 
world of levels, but as far as I remember, that 
world got axed. 
  
When the bulk of the graphics were done, I 
shifted to conceptual graphics and prototype 
design work for Cool Spot in Virgin's new 
building, while the original trio of Dan, Greg 
and Darren stayed back in Virgin's previous (now 
empty) offices to "get the game done".  Thus by 
"d-day" it was back to the core team that it had 
started as. Why they only credited themselves 
in the game's opening screen I can only 
speculate on. The game's printed manual does 
include everybody else involved. An illustrator 
named Stan Gorman had provided a number of 
cartoon sketches that served as the basis for 
some of the sprite characters. Charles Deenen 
(sic?) was the man responsible for the great 
music and sound effects. Several people 
provided valuable QA feedback (including the 
famous Tommy Tallarico!) and it wasn't 
uncommon for many Virgin employees to party 
together and end up play testing the game on 
our own time (imagine, getting drunk and 
playing M.C. Kids! ha!) 
  
http://www.mobygames.com/game/nes/mc-
kids 
  
http://www.rayb.com/published.htm 
  
Now as for Cool Spot ... heh heh... there's a 
whole untold story behind that game too! ;-) 
  
Regards, 
 
René "left out of the limelight" Boutin 
(tongue firmly planted in cheek)  

Θ 
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PC Platformer Design 
Controls 

 
So, let's say you want to make a platformer. 
 
From a programming standpoint, it's not the 
easiest type of game to make, but neither is it 
the most difficult.  From a game design 
standpoint, it's actually quite a boon: the genre 
has been tweaked and reinvented so many 
times by so many brilliant creators that even a 
run-of-the-mill, mundane, and derivative 
platformer can still be fun if it's up to snuff on a 
purely technical level (i.e. good collision 
detection, tight and responsive controls, clear 
spriting). 
 
Being innovative, of course-- being one of those 
brilliant creators doing all the tweaking and 
reinventing-- is a whole 'nother matter.  And 
certainly nothing I say in these pages will make 
someone innovative.  (Though I might meekly 
aspire to inspire the innovative to innovate.) 
 
But, in this article, and in others like it that will 
follow in coming issues of this magazine, I can 
draw attention to some of the fundamentals of 
good platformer design.  I can expound upon 
the "rules", such as they are, and I can discuss 
how they work and why they work and how a 
game might work without them. (A platformer 
without jumping: Bionic Commando.  A 
platformer without dying: Wario Land.  A 
platformer without power-ups: M.C. Kids.) 
 

And the first fundamental of platformer design 
-- hell, of game design, period!-- especially for 
a computer and its keyboard, as opposed to a 
console and its controller, is that of simple, 
straightforward, intuitive, and easy-to-use 
controls.  The control scheme you use is the 
first thing the player's going to notice, and it is 
the only way the player is going to interact with 
your game.  Bad controls means a bad game, 
plain and simple. 
 
So, let's start with talking about what makes a 
certain control scheme intuitive and player-
friendly.  The first thing to keep is mind is that 
keys should do what the player thinks they will 
do.  If they press the ENTER key, for example, 
the game should start; if they press the ESC 
key, the game should quit.  Ditto for the arrow 
keys; the LEFT ARROW should move the 
character left, and the RIGHT ARROW should 
move the character right.  If the player is 
capable of ducking, DOWN does the trick. 
 
All this might seem laughably obvious to you, 
but you can't imagine how many times I've 
encountered a computer platformer that wants 
me to press "Q" for quit and "P" for play, let 
alone "A" for arrow, and "G" for gun, and "B" for 
bomb, and "C" for cling, and so-on.  I suppose 
they think this kind of thing is intuitive; after 
all, all those actions begin with those letters.  
So it follows, right? 
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In a word: no.  While it might work in another 
genre-- such as the rogue-like-- it is inexcusable 
in an action game.  In an action game, you 
shouldn't have to worry about keeping track of 
which key does what when.  Furthermore, all 
keys in an action game should be within the 
easy reach of one hand.  There should be little-
to-no movement of the player's hand or fingers; 
the only movement should be that of the finger 
pressing down on the key, not reaching to find 
it. 
 

 
Not good video game design. 

 
The player should be able to manipulate both 
the keys for movement (the arrow keys) and the 
keys for action at the same time, with separate 
hands, and with ease and comfort.  Ideally, he 
should never be required to move these hands 
from this spot for even an instant; in a game 
that requires the high degree of timing and eye-
hand coordination such as a platformer, 
impinging on the player's ability to meet that 
challenge because of a bad control scheme is 
patently unfair. 
 
So, if we're not going to use mnemonically 
determined action keys, what should we use?  
Personally, I would suggest the use of the keys 
in the bottom left-hand corner of a Qwerty 
keyboard: "Z", "X", and "C".  These keys are 
sequentially placed, making them easy to use 
with the three middle fingers of the left hand.  
They're also quite easy to find: to the 
immediate left of the "Z" key is the differently 

shaped SHIFT key, while below it and to the 
right is our trusty friend, the SPACE bar. 
 
I've played some games that use "A", "S", and 
"D"-- the keys that rest above "Z", "X", and "C"-- 
and, though it at times takes some getting used 
to, they also work quite well. 
 
What doesn't work: any combination of keys in 
the top letter row, as you must reach your left 
hand over the other keys, any use of the keys in 
the middle of the letter row, as it's much easier 
to press the wrong key, and any keys on the 
right side of the main keyboard, as that places 
the left hand too close to the right, resulting in 
claustrophobic cramping. 
 
Now, what if your game has a lot of actions, 
thus requiring a lot of keys?  Well, while I could 
see a case for, say, six keys in a versus fighting 
game (ASD for high-aimed attacks, ZXC for mid-
range), in a platformer it seems both unlikely 
and unwieldy.  I'm reminded of the advice of 
the always-wise Gregg Tavares, when he said 
that platformers1 
 

"... should have JUMP plus ONE and ONLY 
ONE action. More than one is too 
complicated... A Second action can be 
added but only if it is seldom used. e.g. 
Mario Spin Attack/Donkey Kong Switch 
Players." 

 
And while I think two regularly-used actions 
besides jump can be accommodated, I am 
basically, as usual, inclined to agree with the 
Greggman.  He goes on to explain: 
 

"Example: We noticed this in Gex. There 
are three actions in Gex, JUMP, Tongue 
Lash and Tail Whip. It used to be that 
Tongue Lash was a mandatory action. 
You had to use it. We changed it near 
the end of the product to make it 
optional. You can play the game and 
never use Tongue lash because most 
players found it too complicated. In the 
heat of play they couldn't remember 

                                                 
1 http://games.greggman.com/pages/game.htm  
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which button to press and neither could 
anybody on the team." 

 
And it's here that the point really comes home; 
platformers, more than many other genres, are 
all about "the heat of play"-- they're about 
action and intuition.  Anything that causes 
hesitance on their part (such as trying to figure 
out which button to press) is going to negatively 
impact the game play experience. 
 
So, if you really think your player needs six 
action buttons, I'd say that your game has far 
too many actions.  And, often times, these 
various actions are really the same action; most 
of them are some kind of weapon-based attack.  
Now, there are some platformers that give the 
player access to multiple weapons at the same 
time; Castlevania, for example, lets the player 
use a special weapon, in addition to his whip, 
by holding the UP key while pressing the 
attacking button.  The Mega Man series allows 
the player to pause the game at any time, 
bringing up a menu from which he can select his 
weapon. 
 
And, if a player has a fairly limited pool of 
weapons to choose from-- say, three-- than the 
designer could assign one key to jump, one key 
to attack, and one key to cycle through the 
weapon types.  In such a system, a different 
weapon is at most two key strokes away. 
 
"But what if," I hear some of you asking already, 
"you used the UP ARROW key for 'jump'?  Then 
you could use three action keys for three 
different types of weapons." 
 
Let me be frank: using the UP ARROW key for 
jumping is one of the worst design decisions 
you'll ever make.  "But," you ask, "isn't that 
fairly intuitive?  LEFT goes left, RIGHT goes 
right, so UP goes up?"  It may be intuitive-- to a 
degree-- but it sure isn't player-friendly. 
 

First of all, it puts undue strain on the player's 
right hand.  Besides lateral movement, the 
most common action in a platformer is jumping.  
In a control scheme in which the right hand 
covers lateral movements and the left hand 
covers actions, stress is thus evenly distributed 
between the two hands.  In a "UP"-jump control 
scheme, most of the action is being handled by 
the right hand, and thus it takes on the bulk of 
the strain.  This strain is increased by the fact 
that in such a system you'll be using two fingers 
on your right hand simultaneously and often; in 
a control scheme that evenly distributes stress, 
each hand will be pressing one key at a time, 
using only one finger. 
 

 
Be nice to your players. 

 
It also makes specialized jumps-- such as wall-
jumping-- extremely difficult: press and hold 
LEFT and UP, switch to RIGHT at just the right 
instant and press UP, switch to LEFT again-- 
you'll be just as likely to fall rather than 
successfully execute the jump. 
 
Whereas, if the jump action is covered by an 
action key, there's far less danger of missing the 
wall; there's no complex shifting from key to 
key going on. 
 
The UP ARROW key can still be of use-- climbing 
ladders, aiming weapons, activating elevators: 
all uses that are far simpler, friendlier, and 

more intuitive than using it to jump. Θ 
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My Wife Asked Me to Write This 
 
This old dinosaur recently got his hands on a 
Playstation 2, thanks to the generosity of a 
younger sibling.  That same sibling also lent me 
four games to play: Bully, Kingdom Hearts II, 
Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, and one of 
the only two games he had for two players, 
Rampage: Total Destruction.  (The other was 
Wheel of Fortune, and of the two, Rampage 
sounded more appealing.)  Now, because I am a 
happily married man, and, more importantly, 
because I would like to keep it that way, when 
we do fire up my brother's PS2, we end up 
playing that two-player game.  As a 
consequence of this confluence of coincidences, 
I have probably spent more time playing 
Rampage: Total Destruction than any 
discerning adult reasonably should. 
 
If you've played it, or if you've read about it, 
you're probably aware that it is not, by any 
stretch of the imagination, a good game.  It's 
extremely unrewarding and monotonous, and 
most persons with the misfortune of playing 
through it once don't give it a second thought.  
But, like I said, I've played this game a lot more 
than a human being should, and so in doing so 
I've thought about it more often and more 
deeply than it deserves.   
 
When you spend a lot of time with a game, you 
grow to understand it: its features, its system, 
its virtues and its flaws.  Like any art form, 
there's a lot that can be learned by devoting 
time, study, and self to its masters and their 

works.  It is also instructive, however, to look 
closely at very bad art, because it allows you to 
see just how it falls short and, by contrast, why 
other games work so well. 
 
And while I'd rather think deeply and often 
about a good game, and while I'd rather talk 
about the lessons that a good game has to teach 
us, having been given the opportunity to think 
as deeply as I have about a bad one, I am of the 
opinion that spending some time talking about 
Rampage: Total Destruction would be useful in 
illustrating a few key game design concepts. 
 
Plus, as you may have intimated, my wife asked 
me to write this.  Now, Mary-- that's the wife-- 
is not a gamer, and she's actually not much 
interested in video games beyond the fact that I 
am interested in them.  In fact, part of the 
reason why I started this magazine in the first 
place is because it gives me an outlet to talk in 
depth and at length about game design; her 
eyes tend to glaze over when, for example, I try 
to explain the nuances of viably diverse skill-
sets or the elegance of systemic cohesion. 
 
But, as we spent more time playing this game 
and the number of very unlady-like expletives 
spewing forth from the mouth of my sweet 
Catholic wife increased, she became very 
interested in game design-- or, to be more 
specific, she became very interested in the 
game design of Rampage: Total Destruction. 
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"Why won't it let me on that building?  How am I 
missing that tank?  I'm standing right next to it!  
This guy sucks!  Why would they make a 
character that sucks?  Why aren't there more 
cities?  Why are all the cities the same?  I want 
to destroy things!  Why won't it let me throw 
that bus?" 
 
We keep coming back to the game, not because 
it is rewarding, but because it is a game that 
we can play together.  But there's another 
reason, too.  As Mary is prone to lament, "I 
really like stomping on buildings and eating 
mimes.  (I have nothing against mimes in real 
life, I just like eating them in the game.)  But I 
keep wishing it was a better game." 
 
And we'd talk a while afterwards about the 
ways in which it could be a better game.  And 
that's when Mary said, "You know, you should do 
an article about this in your Quarterly." 
 
To which I noncommittally replied, in my best 
impression of Chishu Ryu, "Hmm."   
 
"You’re not going to do it, are you?" 
 
"Well, I might.  I don't know.  It's not really the 
kind of thing I do." 
 
"But you can explain what's wrong with it and 
how it can be better.  How you'd change it to 
make it better." 
 
"Hmm-mm..." 
 
"That's exactly what you do, isn't it?" 
 
'Well, yeah, like, with reviews.  But I don't 
review commercial games." 
 
"Well, just don't make it a review.  Make it an 
article.  Don't be difficult."1  At any rate, the 
long and short of it is, my wife asked me to 
write this, and I love her, so here it is. 
 

                                                 
1 My wife remembers this conversation somewhat 
differently, and she's usually right, so I'm not going 
to argue with her. 

 
Chishu Ryu, best known for playing the father in every 
Japanese movie ever made.  Here he is at the end of 
Ozu's heartbreaking Late Spring. 

 
Viably Differing Skill Sets 

 
There are thirty different playable monsters in 
this itineration of the Rampage franchise, most 
of which must be unlocked as the game 
progresses.  This generally involves playing 
through a given area with a given monster, 
though some monsters are unlocked by 
completing all of the game's various bonus 
challenges, racking up a certain number of 
points, or unlocking all other monsters.  To 
unlock all thirty monsters, the player must go 
through the game several times; no doubt the 
game's designers felt that this increased its 
replay value. 
  
And, certainly, catering to a gamer's impulse to 
complete something is a strong way to increase 
their time investment; the desire not only to 
beat a game but to collect all the special coins, 
complete all the missions, and unlock all the 
special characters is generally strong and 
rewarding.  But that's only if the game makes 
its total completion desirable: collecting all 
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those special coins had better unlock a secret 
area, completing all those missions better 
result in a variant ending, and, most 
importantly, unlocking a special character or 
weapon better give the player more powerful 
and desirable abilities than those he already 
possesses.  Otherwise, what's the point?  No one 
wants to invest their time for something that's 
roughly equal to what they've already got, and 
they certainly wouldn't do the same for 
something less powerful.  No sane human being 
is going to spend hours collecting things in a 
video game solely to collect them.2 
  
But in Rampage: Total Destruction, many of 
the unlockable monsters are less powerful and 
thus less desirable than those with which you 
begin the game.  This is compounded by the 
fact that, strictly speaking, the monsters aren't 
really all that much different from one 
another.  Certainly, some monsters can run 
faster and jump higher than others, and some 
can do more damage to the buildings, but they 
all work the same; none of the monsters have 
any special abilities or signature moves-- with a 
few brief exceptions which we'll touch on in 
just a little while-- and so, what you end up 
with is thirty characters who do the same exact 
thing, the only difference between them being 
that some are good at it and some are terrible.  
Suffice to say, this does not exactly make them 
desirable. 
  
The key to creating good unlockable content is  
-- wait for it, this is truly a revolutionary 
concept!-- to make that content different from 
the content already available to the player.  If, 
in playing a versus fighting game, you were to 
unlock five special characters, all of whom had 
the same exact set of moves as Ryu but weren't 
as good at them, you would not feel like you 
had accomplished anything.  But, if those 
characters had different move sets that made 
each character desirable for different reasons 
and in different situations, it would be much 
more rewarding. 
  

                                                 
2 My apologies, Poke-fans. 

It's not enough, though, for characters simply to 
have different abilities; those abilities must be 
viable and useful in the context of the game.  I 
said earlier that some characters in the 
game do have some special moves: Crock, for 
example, swipes his tail instead of kicking, 
while Bart the bat-monster flies instead of 
executing a double-jump.  But, in the end, both 
of these moves aren't much different than the 
standard move that they are replacing: both the 
kick and the tail-swipe are low-ground attacks 
that, irritatingly, cause the monster to move 
laterally as the move is being executed, while 
Bart's flight and the double-jump both keep the 
player in the air slightly higher and longer.  In 
this latter case, the double-jump would 
actually have been preferable: once Bart starts 
flying, the player has no control over him until 
his flight comes to an end; Bart moves in 
whichever direction he is facing and then drops 
down-- hopefully on top of a building.  In both 
of these cases, though, the "special" move 
comes not in addition to the core move set but 
at its expense.  And neither move is particularly 
useful in the context of the game itself; neither 
move makes it any easier to destroy buildings or 
ward off tanks, bombers, and helicopters. 
 

 
Bart the bat-monster.  Rampage: Total Destruction. 

  
There are, however, four moves that are 
ostensibly designed to do just this.  The jump 
smash causes greater damage to the top of 
buildings, the charge punch to the side of 
buildings, the roar attack causes light damage 
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to a greater area, and the multi-spin upgrades 
the standard spin attack, allowing the monster 
to stay in the air longer and to destroy more 
airborne enemies.  These moves are earned for 
individual monsters by completing stage-
specific challenges-- say, eat so many mimes, 
destroy so many planes, launch this number of 
rockets. 
  
While each stage has a challenge, not every 
challenge gives the player a special skill; the 
player must play through several stages in 
several cities to acquire all four special skills 
for a given character.  If the player wants to 
garner those skills for another character, he'll 
have to play through more cities.  And, because 
there are only seven cities of eight to ten 
stages apiece, in order to build characters 
somewhat evenly, the player will have to play 
through the same levels and try to meet the 
same challenges again and again and again. 
  
Presumably, this too was done in an attempt to 
increase the player's time investment.  And in 
this case they grossly overestimated an 
average player's tolerance for monotony.  And, 
really, only two of these moves are really of 
any use-- the jump smash and the multi-spin-- 
and the feeling that accompanies them is not so 
much that you've gotten something special that 
gives you an edge, but more that you've at last 
received abilities that you should have had in 
the first place. 
  
But there's another problem here, one that's 
larger and more important, from a game design 
standpoint, than these lackluster attempts to 
create some form of special skill sets.  To 
explain this problem, let's conduct a slight 
thought experiment.  Let's posit an alternate 
universe in which production and design went 
ahead on this game, with one small caveat: the 
monsters have wildly different skill sets.  What 
skills would you give each monster?  A real 
flying ability?  A teleport move?  Size changing? 
  
Those could all be cool, interesting, fun moves 
to build a character and thus a game around.  
But they wouldn't be particularly useful in this 
game.  Flying, teleporting, and changing size 

wouldn't make it any easier to destroy 
buildings.  An offensive ability, like fire-
breathing, would be definite overkill for the 
little helicopters and tanks that seek to bar 
your advance. 
  
The problem, then, is not that the game does 
not have a viably differing number of skill sets, 
but rather that the game does not require 
them.  The goal of the game is simply not 
conducive to the presence of anything other 
than the system that is in place.  But because 
the game does not require differing skill sets, it 
also does not require different monsters.  Two 
or three, as seen in the original arcade versions 
of Rampage and Rampage: World Tour, are all 
that's needed. 
 

 
The NES port of the first Rampage has not aged well. 

  
But the replay value of those games are very 
low, and if the unlockable characters, 
unlockable abilities, and the challenges met to 
unlock them were absent, the replay value of 
this version would be even lower than it is.  I 
think the game's designers were on the right 
track by adding these features in an attempt to 
up the value of the game; a simple 
transliteration of the old Rampage game play 
would have been disastrous.  At the same time, 
these features do not work with the rest of the 
game's system-- or, rather, the rest of the 
game's system do not work with the features it 
should have been built around.  Simply 
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smashing city buildings one block at a time is 
not robust enough to engender a desire to 
collect monsters or meet challenges. 
  
For these features to do the job the designers 
undoubtedly envisioned for them, the entire 
concept of the game needs to be-- ahem-- 
mutated. 
 

Grand Theft Godzilla 
 

 
You can walk, but you won't get far. Rampage: Total 

Destruction. 

 
 
As it currently stands, the game is extremely 
linear.  Each city is conquered exactly one 
block at a time.  Each block is relatively 
compact, and has a depth that goes back two or 
three rows of buildings.  Once you've destroyed 
every building on a given block-- or once your 
time has run out, which is an extremely unlikely 
occurrence-- the game moves on to the next 
block.  At the last block of each city, there is a 
boss fight which pits your monster against their 
creator, standard-issue mad scientist Dr. 
Vector. 
 
And that's the way it goes for each city in 
succession.  The same game play over-and-over.  
For the most part, not even the cities are 
different.  While Las Vegas has a few casinos 
and San Francisco has a few streetcars, each 
city is more-or-less made up of the same types 
of buildings populated by the same types of 
people. 

"I'd like the cities to be different," said my wife.  
"And I want more cities to destroy.  And I want 
to destroy some landmarks.  And I want to be 
able to go where I want to go when I want to go 
there." 
 
More pressingly, she'd like to be able to see 
what she's doing, and I'm with her on that one: 
many, many, many times, when I could swear 
that I'm standing right under a helicopter, I'll 
jump and use the multi-spin only to miss them 
completely.  Partially, this can be chocked up 
to the game's rather clumsy collision detection, 
but it's also the fault of the game's camera 
angle, which results in a flattened sense of 
depth that's simply unfair to the player.  But, 
with one city block available at a time, there's 
really no need for, say, a camera that can be 
rotated with the right analogue stick. 
 
The solution to all these problems, and those 
problems presented by the lack of different and 
useful skill sets for each monster, are the same: 
open world.  Sandbox.  Grand Theft Godzilla. 
 
Don't give the player eight or nine blocks per 
city to destroy one at a time; give them an 
entire city to explore.  Let them crush what 
they want to crush.  Create smart and 
differently-minded non-player characters who 
will react differently to different situations.  
For example, if the player doesn't do any 
property damage (the only likely reason for this 
being that their controller is not properly 
plugged in), some persons might not run away, 
scream, or try to kill the monster; some would.  
If the player does cause a great deal of havoc, 
then the response from the humans would 
escalate accordingly. 
 
Give the player multiple and optional 
objectives-- objectives that cover an entire 
city, such as siphoning power from a nuclear 
power plant, causing a flood, or humping the 
Statue of Liberty.  If the unlocking-other-
monsters mechanic hinges on "finding" the other 
monsters, hidden away in cryogenic tanks, then 
actually hide them and actually let the player 
find them. 
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And, while we're touching on the presence of 
other monsters-- the current game 
misunderstands the entire point of giant 
monsters in a way I haven't seen since that third 
Pirates movie.3  If you have more than one giant 
monster in the same city, they're not going to 
spend time working together to destroy it; 
they're going to destroy each other! 
 
And if you have monsters that are going to fight 
each other, than those monsters better damn 
well have different attack-based skill sets!  As 
we've established previously, such skill sets 
aren't necessary merely to destroy buildings-- 
and such skill sets, frankly, are not necessary to 
defeat humans and their puny little vehicles.  
But if you introduce two or three potentially 
hostile non-player monsters, you add a whole 
lot of action and tension.  Spread those 
monsters out, have them all exploring and 
destroying the city simultaneously with the 
player monsters, and you add a certain level of 
strategy and player choice: should I avoid this 
monster?, should I help it?, should I try to 
attack it before it attacks me? 
 
Here, giving the monsters distinct AI functions 
as well would greatly increase the depth of the 
game.  Surely monsters whose mutations are 
based on more territorial animals would be less 
friendly to other monsters?  Wouldn't hunters be 
more likely to actively seek a conflict?  
Wouldn't a snake-type monster find a place to 
hide and wait for its prey? 
 
This approach would also transform the boss 
battles into something a little more exciting.  
An extra-tough and extra-ugly boss monster 
would certainly be more impressive than Dr. 
Vector and his tiny little machines.  Something 
we'll touch on in our next issue's cover feature 
is the fact that most boss characters are of a 
size either equal to or greater than the player, 
which makes them harder to dodge, easier to 
attack, and generally more frightening. 
 

                                                 
3 Seriously, what is up with that ending?  There's a 
fifty-foot woman, and she just turns into crabs and 
causes a storm? 

It's also more exciting in a purely kinetic 
fashion; dodging and punching at a little 
machine is not nearly as much fun as taking 
part in a grand ol' winner-take-all city-wide 
monster slobber knocker-- crashing into 
buildings, strangling your opponent with power 
lines, cracking his skull with a loose piece of 
bridge. 
 
An open world game with truly destructive 
terrain, with giant monsters and options galore?  
I'd buy that in a heart-beat.  It'd be a fun and 
ballsy interpretation of what's long been a 
rather staid franchise. 
 

A Few Technical Notes in Closing 
 
This article's mostly been about the game 
design decisions in that game, and how a lot of 
those decisions weren't entirely thought out.  
And I'd like to keep it that way-- this is a 
thought piece and not a review. 
 
All that being said, there are a lot-- and I mean 
a lot-- of technical hiccoughs in the game.  The 
collision detection is very poor and the controls 
arbitrarily unresponsive; for reasons beyond my 
understanding, if you are on a building and 
there's room to your right to which to move 
over to, pressing right will only sometimes 
result in movement.  Other times, the monster 
will just sit there, unmoving.  There is a similar 
problem with jumping off a building. 
 
Many times, pressing a button does not result in 
an action but rather in a pre-rendered 
animation taking place; at the end of that 
animation-- say, of the character eating people 
off a bus-- the controls will again become 
responsive.  Some of these animations are quite 
long, and by that I mean they can run upwards 
of three seconds, exposing the player to a 
number of attacks that they cannot dodge or 
defend themselves against. 
 
Even if the game was designed more akin to the 
one that I described, these technical issues 
would mar one's enjoyment of it for even the 

most patient gamers. Θ 
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Rethinking Story Games 

by David Sirlin 
 

David Sirlin is a "game designer, producer, author, tournament organizer, and competitor" whose 
book, Playing to Win, and the articles available on his site, www.sirlin.net, are required reading 
for any one who takes game design-- and game playing-- seriously.  He's garnered a lot of notice 
for his exemplary work balancing games such as Super Puzzle Fighter 2 Turbo HD Remix; he's 
currently working on Super Street Fighter 2 Turbo HD Remix and the virtual collectable card game, 
Kongai, that powers www.kongregate.com.  
 
Mr. Sirlin was kind enough to allow us to reproduce here an article that appeared on his site back 
in October of 2000.  It is presented word for word and picture for picture, with his original 
captions intact.  You can find it, along with his other thought-provoking articles, at 
www.sirlin.net/articles.  
 
"Adventure game with no puzzles like train 
with no wheels...very soon get nowhere fast." 
---Ancient Chinese Proverb 
 
The "adventure game" has died. Don't kid 
yourself into thinking otherwise. Sure 
LucasArts, the company that owned the genre, 
can get away with releasing the occasional 
adventure game, but that's the exception, not 
the rule. This fact makes a great many people 
sad, myself included, because much more than 
any other genre, the adventure game was about 
story. The digital, interactive medium offers 
amazing potential to tell stories in ways never 
before possible, so when the genre explicitly 
about storytelling died...authors either 
mourned the passing or denied it completely. 
 
The message the market is telling us is certainly 
not that they don't want story games, it's just 

that they don't want "adventure games" and all 
the rules that go along with them. So, what is 
an adventure game? It's a story through which 
the player navigates, taking on the role of one 
character (or occasionally multiple characters). 
The story is a gated one, and the puzzles are 
the gates. In order to progress to new sections 
of the story, the player must complete tasks 
and solve puzzles. Since solving puzzles (by 
their very nature) require the player to think 
and explore possibilities, adventure games also 
allow (or force?) the player to wander around 
the world, talking to characters, picking up 
objects, amusing themselves until the moment 
of "aha!" that allows them to progress. In the 
vast majority of these games, time does not 
actually pass in any meaningful way. That 
concept is at odds with solving puzzles, unless 
events repeat or the player is allowed to travel 
through time. The result is often a rather 
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empty experience. A large percentage of the 
game is spent wandering around in a static 
world, often paused in time, while the player 
figures out what to do. His reward is the 
advancement of the story. 
 

 
The Secret of Monkey Island, though formulaic, 

inspired me to join the game industry.  Excellent 
comedy writing, and great characters. 

 
Now, I used to love this type of game. I love 
puzzles. To me, the process of solving puzzles 
was where much of the fun was. But the genre 
soon became rather puzzle-stale. Ingenious 
puzzles are difficult to craft, and the concept 
of walking around, talking to people, collecting 
inventory, and using items on each other only 
goes so far. These games were often forced, in 
search of variety, to present "puzzles" which 
went way beyond the realm of lateral thinking 
and into the realm of the arbitrary. In short, 
the basic construct of this type of game needs 
to change for puzzle writing's sake, if nothing 
else. 
 
That's not the worst of it, though. Even with 
well crafted puzzles, adventure games have an 
awful lot of emptiness to them. Exploring a 
static world frozen in time is just not up to 
snuff these days. There are only so many lines 
of dialogue characters can have. Heck, Myst 
didn't have any dialogue or even any characters 
to entertain the wandering, stuck player That 
was fun back when 3D rendered images on a CD 
were innovative. Games like the Curse of 
Monkey Island try to minimize this emptiness 
writing damn funny dialogue to entertain you 
while you're stuck. But again, that only goes so 

far. I was willing to put up with the 
excruciatingly slow pace of adventure games as 
a kid, when then genre was fresh, but 
nowadays, it just doesn't seem like something I 
should have deal with. After all, stories are not, 
by nature, always slow paced. 
 

 
Myst was fun back then. These days, it takes more 

than an empty world of still images and zero 
characters. 

 
And remember, the story advancement is the 
reward in the adventure game formula. But if 
the genre is really about stories, then shouldn't 
the story be the meat of the game, not the 
reward for solving puzzles? Why do we need 
puzzles at all? The answer is that no one has 
really been able to figure how to make a game 
out of a story. (Yes, the role-playing game 
(RPG) is a different take on this, but it too is 
trapped in formula. And yes, Metal Gear Solid 
manages to have a story gated by action rather 
than actual puzzles...but work with me here, 
people.) 
 
Let's look at how long it takes to play an 
adventure game. Well, it depends greatly on 
how able you are to succeed at the game 
elements along the way. It could take only 2 
hours if you know exactly how to do everything 
(meaning you have a detailed walkthru from the 
net), or it could take 60 hours. In fact, it could 
take an expert gamer 60 hours, even though the 
actual length of real story might be as short as 
an hour or two. Would my mom want to play 
this type of game? Absolutely not. She might 
enjoy the story, but she'd never survive the 
huge time commitment. If it takes me 60 hours, 
how long would it take her? She also wouldn't 
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appreciate the duration being directly tied to 
her skill at the game. She, as a non-gamer, is 
familiar with the concept of a tv show being a 
half hour long, a movie being two hours, a book 
being 300 pages, and so on. It's easy to 
understand where these types of entertainment 
fit in your real life schedule since they have 
predetermined, relatively short lengths. 
 
What's the point of all this? The point is to 
figure out a way to create a story game that is 
much more about story than we've been able to 
pull of so far. I think the point is to also think a 
great deal about the mass market. The concept 
of storytelling is so fundamental to all cultures 
that it just seems a shame that our most story 
based genre of games are not accessible to non-
gamers. 
 

A "Forced Advance" Game 
 
Here's my idea: the game plays itself. If the 
player does nothing---touches no game controls-
--then the characters will go about their 
business, time will progress, and a predefined 
story with a beginning, middle, and end will be 
told. This will take some predictable amount of 
time. (Perhaps 10 minutes, or 30, or 2 hours, or 
whatever the designer chooses.) Sounds like a 
movie, doesn't it? Well, the player doesn't have 
to sit and watch. He can intervene at any time 
and change the course of events. I certainly 
don't mean there's x minutes of full motion 
video, then a canned decision point, then more 
fmv. I'm talking about something much more 
fluid. More of a simulation. 
 
While the player will see a story without 
intervening, he won't necessarily see the most 
interesting one. If the player's character had 
stuck around and talked to crazy Aunt Hilda a 
little longer, he might have realized why she 
had that magical locket in her attic that her 
daughter stumbled across. That Hilda actually 
put the locket there on purpose. That Hilda isn't 
that crazy after all. Puts a new light on the 
story, doesn't it? So one facet of this type of 
game is being able to explore different threads 
of the story as you desire. 
 

There's also the concept of changing the course 
of the story. I can imagine one type of "game" 
in which the player is completely unable to 
change the storyline. The "game" is the 
(disembodied?) navigation through the physical 
game world, through time, and through the 
entangled web of the plot. Every object and 
character in every scene might have it's own 
story to explore, all related, all hyperlinked 
together in a sense. This is, I believe, what 
"interactive fiction" in games would be like. 
There really is no game element, but 
interaction with the story is so extreme that it 
at least has something in common with games. 
 
Another route is to allow the player to affect 
the course of events, or at least to try. This 
might mean trying to convince characters to 
behave in a certain way through conversation. 
It might mean taking specific action in the 
world to try to change things, such as firing a 
weapon or moving objects around. Perhaps it's 
even possible to create traps (Spy vs. Spy comes 
to mind). The player might be in a position of 
power (police chief, ship captain, etc.) and 
easily influence events. Such a game world 
would probably have to be very resistant to 
change, though. It's probably not technically 
feasible to allow different outcomes to branch 
into a huge tree of totally different stories, nor 
is it even desirable. The opponents of 
interactive fiction state that any story is really 
1,000 possible stories where the author 
intelligently chose the one, single best story to 
tell. It would still be possible, though, to create 
a game world whose major story arc was 
resistant to change, while allowing change on 
the smaller scale. It might even be fun. 
 
Let's look at two specific types of stories that 
work well with this concept: the mystery story 
and the horror story. 
 
The great thing about a mystery is that it's kind 
of like a game to begin with. It's a story that's 
one big puzzle. It's also not a zero-sum game. 
It's not author vs. reader. The author wants the 
reader to "win" in the end by figuring out the 
puzzle just before the answer is revealed. He 
does this by hiding clues through out the story, 
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which is the other great feature of a mystery. 
Trying to find the clues in a mystery is a game-
like activity, and a rather forgiving one. The 
reader doesn't have to find all the clues. He's 
able to progress through the story and follow it 
at every step whether he finds every clue, or no 
clues at all. 
 
A mystery is really two stories in one. One is 
the story right in the forefront. The story we 
travel through as we would any other. But 
characters of this story are trying to uncover 
the second story---the secret story---of what 
actually happened. Who was the real killer? 
How was the diamond stolen? In the timeline, 
this second story usually finishes before the 
first story begins. The key feature here, though, 
is that progressing through the first story is not 
dependant on uncovering the clues which 
clarify the secret story. The secret story will be 
explained in the end, and hopefully the reader 
can look back and see where the clues were at 
that time. 
 
So back to our game. The game plays itself and 
the events of the mystery (the investigation) 
unfold. Witnesses are questioned, the main 
character's safety is threatened, the zany next 
door neighbor is exposed to be an adulterer, 
but not a murder, and so on and so on. It's a 
story. Through the story are hidden clues, 
cleverly hidden off the beaten path. Maybe the 
player should talk to the pharmacist a little bit 
longer before giving up so easily. Maybe he 
should make young Miss Weatherby stay the 
night at the police station rather than risk her 
being kidnapped. Maybe allowing the main 
character's default action of going to 
investigate the crime scene isn't the best thing 
to do. If he chases after that suspicious 
character on the street he might end up 
learning something. 
 
These clues are basically just like the DK coins 
in the action platform game Donkey Kong 
Country 2 (see my article on that game1). They 
don't have to be found, but they are there to 

                                                 
1 http://www.sirlin.net/archive/hiding-secrets-in-
platform-games/  

challenge the player. No matter how good or 
bad a player you are, you'll get to the end of 
the story (in a fairly known amount of time) and 
the mystery will be solved, though perhaps not 
by your character. But if you're able to find 
enough clues (DK coins), then you have the 
satisfying ending of solving the mystery 
yourself. Notice that this is an example of a 
larger story arc that is unchangeable by the 
player. No matter what the player does, Jimmy 
the Locksmith will still be the murderer. Minor 
events along the way (do you lose the game of 
3-card monte to the street thugs?) and the 
ending (do you unmask the killer or did your 
sidekick) are flexible. 
 
One problem with this type of game is the 
pacing. Being forced to advance through the 
story, never having a break might not be the 
most fun experience. As I talked about in my 
article on pacing2, having a rising and falling 
sine wave of action is nice thing. Juxtaposing 
the highs with the lows give each a little more 
punch. So what if...parts of a game are in this 
"forced advance" mode we've been talking 
about, and parts are more like the traditional 
type of adventure game? The regular parts 
would have a feeling of safety, really, since the 
time pressure would be gone, allowing you to 
explore at your leisure, and perhaps even give 
you enough time to solve some actual thought 
puzzles. 
 
And here we have the classic formula for the 
horror story. Parts of the story (the non-forced 
advance parts) are safe zones, and slow-paced. 
Interspersed are the tense parts---the parts 
where you are forced to act---forced to go 
forward---forced into the unknown. 
Furthermore, during these parts, you have a 
feeling of lack of control, just as you should in 
horror. If done well, the universe might even 
seem to be an entity, bending you to its will. In 
fact, I even created a design for such a game 
where the villain is a demon who has the power 
to beckon to the main character, forcing her to 
act, to progress. She has enough control to 
choose how she progresses (does she jump or 

                                                 
2 http://www.sirlin.net/archive/pacing/  
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crawl or draw her weapon?) but not enough 
control to resist. And boy, does that demon 
show up at inopportune times! 
 
This horror game I've described, though based 
on the same forced-advance mechanic as the 
mystery game, is really of very different 
character. In the horror game I worked on, a 
great deal of the gameplay comes from the 
action elements caused by the forced advance. 
The character is forced across dangerous and 
scary territory. She must jump and shoot and 
swim and so forth to survive. During the regular 
parts of the game, she can carefully explore 
territory or story threads, find secrets at he 
leisure, stock up on weaponry, etc. These are 
the calm parts, and the forced-advance 
sections are the tense parts. Really, it's more of 
a "game" in the sense gamers are used to than 
the mystery I described. 
 
The mystery allowed the player to be swept 
through a story while simultaneously exploring 
the story itself, trying to find the hidden parts 
of it, rather than concentrating at all on 
jumping or shooting or any other traditional 
"gamer" activities. The horror game spices up 

the pacing of more traditional game forms with 
an interesting mechanic. 
 
Through these examples I hope I have scratched 
the surface of new ways to tell stories in video 
games. I truly look forward someday to turning 
such theory into practice, and to others 

advancing this still-infant art form. Θ 
 
 
 

 
This screenshot of The Curse of Monkey Island is 

purely gratuitous. Ever notice how Guybrush goes to a 
beach with a rowboat in every game? 
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God Games 

 
 

 
Video games, as they exist today, are primarily an art form of external conflict: the player controls an 
object or group of objects in an attempt to destroy, transform, or avoid other objects.  This 
generalization extends not only to its most obvious adherents, such as action games, which foreground 
this externality by pitting player characters against explicitly labeled enemy characters, but also to 
puzzle games and so-called "casual" games-- for example, Tetris pits the player's object (the current 
piece) against the objects the player has already placed in the field.  Any block puzzle game, such as 
the Lolo/Eggerland series, concerns itself with putting those blocks in their proper places, both 
spatially and temporally, and as such it addresses an external problem that is solved by external 
work.  Even a more experimental sort of game, such as the interminably boring point-and-click 
adventure game Myst, concerns itself with an external problem-- the business of solving a mystery-- 
even if it does so in a less palpable and visceral way. 
 
If games as we know them are inherently external, the question is begged: is it possible to use the 
form to express or explore something more internal in a non-mimetic and thus more meaningful way-- 
through the actual playing of the game, as opposed to an artfully produced cut scene?   
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If we turn our attention, albeit temporarily, to 
another form-- the seventh art of film-- we can 
highlight the importance of sources of meaning 
that are indigenous to an art form.  
  
In other forms, such as the written word and 
the stage, meaning is expressed explicitly and 
almost completely in verbiage.  And in the very 
worst of films, the same is true: we know that 
one loves another because they say they do; we 
know that one hates another for precisely the 
same reason.  None of these things are 
particularly filmic and thus they are less 
compelling, meaningful, and believable. 
  
But, when the language of film is employed, it's 
quite a different story: statements of love and 
hatred are communicated not simply by words, 
but by images and sounds that support, 
contradict, and conflate these shades of 
meaning-- tones of voice, freighted glances, 
colour temperature, music.  It can be big and 
obvious about it, hitting the audience over the 
head, or it can be subtler and slippier, 
providing various and at times indecipherable 
shades of meaning.  This cultivation of 
ambivalences through a simultaneous and, 
depending on one's given aesthetic preferences, 
seamless combination of elements is film at its 
purest and most intelligent.  The deepest and 
most meaningful moments in a film are those 
that express that meaning through the language 
of the art form itself.1  And that same exact 
sentence would be just as true if you replaced 
the word "film" with "video game" or "novel". 
  
And-- if you'll allow me to continue the 
discussion of film for only a paragraph more-- 
from our example, it appears that the question 
we have left unanswered about video games-- 
namely, is it possible to use the language of an 

                                                 
1 As you can see, I'm decidedly in the montage camp 
as opposed to mis en scene.  One vitally important 
element of film language that I'm leaving out of this 
discussion is the use of temporal space to create 
meaning.  Tarkovsky once said that film is "sculpting 
in time", and I think he's absolutely right.  At the 
same time, such a discussion, while interesting, is 
not precisely kosher to this magazine, this article, 
and this discussion. 

external art form to express things that are 
internal?-- can, when posed to the art of film, 
be answered with a resounding yes.  In its 
combination of decidedly external and palpable 
elements-- picture, sound, and time-- it can 
express interior states, emotions, and ideas 
both with great force and with great delicacy, 
expressing meanings that cannot be pinned 
down to just one-or-the-other and, indeed, 
defy verbal explanation.  
  

 
Robert Bresson's Au hasard Balthazar is one of the 
most deeply moving expressions of the divine in the 
history of cinema. 

  
Which brings us, at last, back to our own art 
form, and to a rather prickly set of questions: 
can one make a truly and deeply meaningful 
expression of something as personal and 
internal as faith or philosophy in a video game 
through the game play itself?  Are such 
attempts doomed to certain failure?  Will the 
game play and the thematic material always 
exist on separate frequencies that we must 
jump back and forth between?  Does our art 
form have any business concerning itself with 
things like religion, faith, and philosophy?  Can 
the two be mixed and still succeed on the terms 
of a game?  Does "fun" cheapen the sacred? 
  
Your knee-jerk answers to these questions 
might lean strongly towards pessimism.  But 
those knee-jerk responses might change when 
you realized that all these questions are just 
another way of asking, Are video games art? All 
art forms-- all of them!-- are capable of giving 
voice to that which is ineffable.  In fact, one 
might argue that that is what art is for, that 
that is why it exists in the first place.  Books, 
films, dance, music-- in all these forms it is 
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possible for us to feel the presence of the 
divine: beneath the words of a book, in the still 
quiet moments recorded by the camera, in the 
graceful form of a ballerina, in the works of 
Beethoven, Mozart, Handel, and P.D.Q. Bach. 
  
But if games can't do the same, would they still 
qualify as art?  Now, mind: I am not saying that 
all games need to express the inexpressible, 
just as I'm not saying that all films need to do 
the same.  In fact, the vast majority of artists-- 
working in games, films, music, or whatever 
else-- would do well not to try.  All I'm asking 
is, can it be done?  Or, to put it another way: 
having conceded that games are a non-narrative 
art form, if we were to concede that they are 
incapable of doing what other non-narrative art 
forms (i.e. dance, music, sex2) arguably do 
better than the narrative ones, what kind of art 
form is it?  What is left? 
  
It's a profoundly discomforting question; all 
these questions are, and that's precisely why 
they need to be asked.  Now, anyone with a 
passing familiarity with the previous editions of 
this magazine, and with myself personally, 
knows where I stand on the issue of video-
games-as-art; I consider myself one of the art 
form's staunch and passionate defenders.  And 
so I ask these questions not as an enemy, but as 
a friend; I ask them not in an attempt to 
denigrate the form but rather to make it 
stronger.  Only by addressing and testing the 
boundaries of something can we endeavour to 
move beyond them. 
  
There is, of course, a question that you might 
very well ask of me: why religion?  Of all the 
ways I could choose to address the larger issue 
of providing deeply meaningful but verbally 
untranslatable experiences, why did I settle on 
religion-- easily one of the thorniest and most 
divisive issues in modern discourse? 
 
Partially, it's because I have a long-standing 
interest in it and, hey, it's my magazine; more 

                                                 
2 All three of which, of course, can be used to tell a 
story.  Though I'd try to minimize the plot twists in 
that last one-- you might hurt your back. 

importantly, it's an area that's already been 
explored, with decidedly mixed results, by 
several companies over the last two decades.   
 

Wisdom Tree 
 
The most prominent of these companies is 
Wisdom Tree, which has been in the business of 
making Christian-themed games3 for nineteen 
years and counting, and which holds the unique 
distinction of releasing unlicensed games for 
the Nintendo Entertainment System and 
thriving despite Nintendo's displeasure and 
near-monopoly on the console gaming market.  
They did this, more-or-less, by creating a new 
market of their own. 
 

 
Arguably the first and most important developer of 
religious-themed console games.  Wisdom Tree ignored 
my requests for an interview. 

 
The specific circumstances that brought about 
the creation of Wisdom Tree, and with it, the 
entire market or sub-genre, if you will, of 
religious video games, is very much a product of 
its particular historical moment-- of a chain of 
events that made those circumstances possible.  
If you'll forgive a digression, I'll explain. 

                                                 
3 Because Wisdom Tree's games are Christian-
themed, the reader might suspect a Christian bias 
on my part.  This "bias" is more a result of 
circumstances rather than any slanting, conscious or 
subconscious, on my part.  The simple fact of the 
matter is that the vast majority of religious games 
are Christian.  Pastafarians aside, other beliefs don't 
have as high a profile in the video game world. 
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In the early eighties, the entire world seem 
afflicted with Pac-Man Fever.  The video game 
industry, both in the arcades and on home 
consoles such as the Atari 2600, was growing 
rapidly with no end in sight.  But, as is often 
the case with bubble booms, optimism about 
the industry had exceeded its actual 
sustainability. 
 
There are a number of factors to blame for the 
Great Crash of '83.  Some of them are the same 
inevitable economic laws that govern all 
markets, booms, and crashes.  Some are now 
the stuff of legend, such as the monumental 
hubris of Atari regarding the E.T. adaptation.4  
And then there was something more specific to 
the gaming industry: shovelware. 
 
There were a glut of truly atrocious games 
created in the early eighties.  Anyone who 
could string together a few barely-competent 
lines of code did; numerous companies created 
games as cheaply and quickly as possible.  As a 
result, consumer confidence in video games 
fell-- drastically.  This was exacerbated by a 
number of pornographic video games-- the most 
infamous among them being the racist rape 

                                                 
4 I'm sure you've heard this story before, but if you'd 
like to hear it again, here it is.  Atari apparently 
paid 22 million dollars-- at the time an 
unprecedented sum, worth over 45 million in today's 
dollars-- just for the licensing fee.  They were so 
confident that the E.T. and Atari brands would be 
enough to sell the game that they gave the game's 
sole creator, the esteemed Howard Scott Warshaw, 
just five weeks to design, program, and finalize the 
game.  (It has been said that when Warshaw met 
Spielberg, he claimed that the E.T. game would 
make his movie famous-- that years from now, when 
people played their copy of E.T., they'd say, "wasn't 
there a movie, too?"  This bit is almost certainly 
untrue; it's been added to the story over the years 
in order to drive home the Tall Poppy Syndrome.  
Equally untrue, but more widely disseminated, is 
the "fact" that Atari manufactured more E.T. 
cartridges than there were Atari 2600s to play them 
on.)  The game was neither a critical nor a sales 
success.  The following year, Atari posted a loss of 
$536 million dollars-- over a billion in today's 
dollars!-- and reportedly buried unsold copies of the 
game in a New Mexico landfill. 

fantasy Custer's Revenge-- which damaged the 
industry's then-dominant image as a family-
friendly source of entertainment.  Coupled with 
a number of higher-profile failures-- consider 
the aforementioned E.T. adaptation or the 
disastrous Pac-Man Atari 2600 port-- the 
resulting industry-wide crash seemed to put the 
nail in the coffin.  Video games were dead; they 
were a fad.  In 1984, Atari's parent company, 
Warner Communications, sold it off. 
 
A few years later, Nintendo arrived on the 
scene, and very quickly set itself up as the 
dominant home console manufacturer.  
Partially, this is because they had no real 
competition-- everyone thought games were 
deader than disco.  But, more important than 
merely profiting from the destruction of its 
competition by the crash of '83, Nintendo 
learned from it as well.  They realized that a 
console is only as good as the games on it; in 
order to protect their console, they needed to 
control the games that were available for it. 
 
And so was born Nintendo's 10NES lock-out chip 
and Seal of Quality.  Any game that did not 
measure up to Nintendo's at-times rigorous 
standards would be denied the authentication 
code for the lock-out chip, and thus could not 
be played on the Nintendo Entertainment 
System.  These standards applied not only to 
game play, but to content as well, ensuring 
that Nintendo's carefully-groomed family-
friendly image would remain intact and 
unsullied.5 
 
 

                                                 
5 So concerned was Nintendo about maintaining 
quality that they restricted many third-party 
publishers to releasing five games a year-- the idea 
being, presumably, that they would choose to 
release only the very best games.  Konami famously 
created a second company, Ultra Games, to release 
some of its titles in North America, thus getting 
around this rule.  (This is somewhat similar to the 
creation of Atari's "rival", Kee Games, by Atari 
founder Nolan Bushnell's next-door neighbor, at 
Bushnell's bequest, in order to get around restrictive 
distribution deals in place at the time.  Once it had 
served its purpose, it was merged with Atari.) 
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And so, at that time, there were only two ways 
to get some of that Nintendo magic: create a 
game that passes inspection, or reverse-
engineer the lock-out chip in order to release 
the game without a license.  Enter Color 
Dreams, who, unwilling to submit to the 
process, decided to try the latter. 
 
But Nintendo was very serious about protecting 
its image.  Having gone through all the trouble 
of basically resuscitating an entire industry, 
with itself perched up top, it wasn't about to 
let some puny little start-up foul things up 
again.  It used its considerable muscle, 
informing video game retailers that if they sold 
unlicensed games, they wouldn't get any of the 
licensed ones.  To be blunt, no one was about 
to forsake Super Mario Bros. and Mega Man for 
Menace Beach and Master Chu and the 
Drunkard Hu. 
 

 
Menace Beach.  This game was later modded into 
Wisdom Tree's Sunday Funday, with the sometimes 
shrewish and scantily-clad girlfriend replaced by a 
(fully-clothed) Sunday School teacher. 

 
Color Dreams found itself with very few places 
willing to carry their games.  They needed 
retailers who couldn't be pressured by 
Nintendo, which means they needed a place to 
sell video games that didn't sell video games.  
And, thanks to the crash of '83, the 
marketplace created by it and the lessons 

learned in its wake, necessity once more gave 
birth to invention. 
 
Christian bookstores!   
 
Christian bookstores didn't carry video games, 
and so Nintendo would have no leverage with 
them.  There might be a market there-- one 
that was untapped.  One that Color Dreams 
could dominate almost completely.  And so was 
born their subsidiary Wisdom Tree. 
 
Wisdom Tree President Brenda Huff paints a 
somewhat less mercenary picture of that 
company's creation in a 2005 interview with 
RetroNintendo.com (emphasis mine):6 
 

"The owners of [Color Dreams] saw a 
need for alternative games for families 
who were opposed to the violence and 
sexual content of so many of the NES 
games on the market at that time. 
Wisdom Tree, Inc. was established to 
create and market Bible-based video 
games.  Actual development was done by 
Color Dreams while content and Biblical 
accuracy was controlled by the Wisdom 
Tree team." 

 
I'm not precisely sure what Nintendo games 
with violence and sexual content she was 
playing in the late eighties and early nineties-- 
perhaps Color Dreams' own Menace Beach?   
 
Regardless of why Wisdom Tree was formed, 
their niche marketing was extremely successful.  
So successful, in fact, that Wisdom Tree 
survived the demise of their parent company. 
 
Perhaps less successful, though, were the 
games themselves, both as games-- which, 
given their developer, was perhaps to be 
expected-- and, more importantly as far as 
Wisdom Tree and this article are concerned, as 
religious entertainment. 

                                                 
6 
http://www.retronintendo.com/modules.php?name=Content&pa
=showpage&pid=6  
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Schizoid Gaming 
 
From the above Brenda Huff quote about the 
division of labour between Color Dreams and 
Wisdom Tree, it should come as no surprise that 
the games are equally divided, and, in some 
cases, downright schizoid.  The religious 
content is expressed mimetically, not as part of 
the game play but rather tacked onto it 
afterwards.  And, indeed, some games-- such as 
Sunday Funday, Exodus, and Joshua-- began 
their lives as other titles--Color Dreams' Menace 
Beach, Crystal Mines, and Crystal Mines, 
respectively7.  No changes are made to that 
game play, just to the sprites.8 
  
In those games created specifically and 
originally for the Wisdom Tree company, they 
were able to go beyond mere sprite changes.  
For example, King of Kings: The Early Years 
features scroll health power-ups: when you 
touch the scroll, you are then faced with a 
Bible-related trivia question; answering the 
question correctly will result in an added hit 
point.  Another Wisdom Tree game, the oddball 
overhead-action/board game (!) hybrid Bible 
Buffet, eschewed biblical sprites, themes, and 
storylines, instead regulating its biblical 

                                                 
7 Yes, Crystal Mines and Crystal Mines. 
8 Of course, Color Dreams and Wisdom Tree were 
not the first, nor the last, to repurpose a game for a 
new and possibly more lucrative market by changing 
a few sprites.  Doki Doki Panic was an interesting 
game tying in with a Japanese television station 
that presumably wouldn't have done very well in the 
United States.  Nintendo of America did some 
respriting and famously released it as Super Mario 
Bros. 2-- which saved them from releasing the 
actual Japanese sequel, which they thought was 
much too hard.  Purists should note, however, that 
Mario maestro Miyamoto was not heavily involved 
with the Japanese Mario 2-- which hit our shores in 
an altered form as The Lost Levels-- but that he 
was the genius behind Doki Doki Panic.  In the end, 
it's game design and the playing experience that 
determines the worth of a game, not its sprites; and 
though the Japanese Mario 2 is closer to the design 
of the original, it is Doki Doki Panic that is much 
closer to the experience of playing a Mario game 
than its difficult and frustrating Japanese cousin-- 
the result, of course, of the master's touch. 

content only to its infrequent trivia sections 
and its title.  Unfortunately, the actual trivia 
questions were not present in the game; you 
had to look them up in the accompanying 
manual.  Of course, if you lost the manual, you 
were pretty screwed. 9 10 
  
Placing the burden of making a game biblical or 
religious on trivia quizzes, especially in a 
platformer or action game, sticks out like a 
page crammed with footnotes.  It violates the 
most basic and perhaps important rule of game 
design-- systemic cohesion-- and only serves to 
highlight the arbitrariness of it, the "tacked-
on"-ness of the biblical themes.  Beyond that, a 
trivia quiz doesn't provide a particularly 
meaningful or deep expression of the divine in 
the first place. 
 
Though it very well may be unfair of me to hold 
those games to that standard.  In all likelihood, 
they're not intended to say anything about 
Christianity, not intended to explore faith, not 
intended to provoke thought or to proselytize.  
They're intended specifically for the already 
devout and their children, and they're meant 
not to arouse thoughtfulness, reflection, or 
even reverence but merely exist to 
indoctrinate.  Like students in most schools, the 
players are not required to think but to vomit, 
regurgitating facts without actually 
understanding them in any meaningful way.  
And if that is the high standard to which these 
games should be held, then they certainly 
succeed. 
 
Putting aside for the moment this larger and 
perhaps more important question of how to 

                                                 
9 cf. StarTropics, which came packaged with a 
letter that, once it had been submerged in water, 
would reveal the particular code needed to proceed 
at a vital part of the game.  For those of you whom 
have lost the letter, purchased the game at a 
garage sale, or are using an emulator, the code is 
747. 
10 The Java-based version of Bible Buffet available 
on the Wisdom Tree website does not correct this, 
nor does it provide any copies of the relevant 
questions.  Truly, their devotion to their products is 
inspiring. 
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measure the success of the religious content in 
a game, we are faced with the related, but 
more prickly and fundamental question of what 
makes a game "religious" in the first place.  
Would adding biblical quotes and trivia 
questions to, say, Mortal Kombat, make it more 
palatable for the faithful?  What if we did some 
respriting-- Johnny Cage becomes Christ, Sonya 
becomes the Virgin Mary, and Scorpion is 
transformed into a proselytizing Paul, giving a 
whole new meaning to "Get over here!" 
  
It's ridiculous, I know.  One might excuse the 
respriting that repurposed Menace Beach into 
Sunday Funday, as it is, at its core, simple 
platforming game play.  It might be external 
and action-based, and thus not the best fit to 
explore or test faith, but it's hardly as 
objectionable as Mortal Kombat.  A fighting 
game, you say, is most certainly not a religious 
game; something that's so wholly devoted to 
violence and battle is completely at odds with 
any major religion, let alone, as I suggest in my 
example, Christianity. 
  
Which brings us, naturally, to quite possibly the 
strangest and most troubling game in the 
Wisdom Tree oeuvre11-- Super Noah's Ark 3D, 
also known as Super 3D Noah's Ark.  The only 
game Wisdom Tree ever made for the Super 
Nintendo, and, indeed, the only unlicensed 
game ever released on that console during its 
lifetime, it also has the distinction of being the 
first Christian First-Person Shooter. 
 
As Noah, the player weaves his way through the 
maze-like ark, shooting numerous and very 
ornery goats with a fruit-flinging slingshot, 
putting them to sleep.  The level design, enemy 
AI, and power-up system are exactly identical 
to that featured in Wolfenstein 3D, and that's 
not a coincidence: Super Noah is Wolfenstein 
with new sprites. 
 
The urban legend, which is easily disproven by a 
quick google search, is that Wolfenstein's 
creators were unhappy with the watered-down 

                                                 
11 For a more in-depth look at Wisdom Tree and 
its games, check out our side-bar on pages 26 - 35. 

SNES port of Wolfenstein 3D, and so they gave 
the source code, pro bono, to Wisdom Tree, 
who had been unable to reverse-engineer the 
Super Nintendo since they broke off from Color 
Dreams.  And so, Wisdom Tree went in and 
changed the sprites, replacing Nazis with goats, 
bullets with fruit (enemy bullets with goat 
kicks), and death with sleep.  And thus, 
apparently, it becomes a Christian game?  
Suddenly, my Mortal Kombat analogy doesn't 
seem that far off. 
 

 
Super Noah's Ark 3D.  Man, that's one pissed-off sheep. 

  
 

 
Wolfenstein 3D.  Spreading the love of Jesus. 

  
Continued on page 36 
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More Than You Probably Ever Need (Or Want) to Know About Wisdom Tree's Games 

 
Wisdom Tree's parent company, Color Dreams, 
was never sued by the litigation-happy Nintendo 
for its unlicensed games.  The popular 
misconception is that this has something to do 
with the religious content of the Wisdom Tree 
games, but this is untrue; Wisdom Tree did not 
come into existence until some time after Color 
Dreams, and Wisdom Tree was not created to 
escape litigation, but to find a place to sell 
their games in the first place.  Why did 
Nintendo have to use its market muscle to edge 
out Color Dreams?  Why didn't they sue them 
like they did Atari when Atari's subsidiary 
Tengen also reverse-engineered their way past 
the lock-out chip? 
 

 
After creating into Wisdom Tree, Color Dreams began 
manufacturing cameras under the name Star Dot 
Technologies. 

 
The simple answer is that Color Dreams reverse-
engineered the lock-out chip legally, expending 
a great deal of sweat and toil, while Tengen 
and others illegally got ahold of the patent 
information for the lock-out chip.  The 
downside, of course, is that while the Tengen 
games are eminently playable, the  Color 
Dreams games-- and by extension, those 
released by Wisdom Tree-- are considerably less 
so. 
 
Granted, it could be a lot worse.  What we're 
talking about here is a company that not only 
had to reverse-engineer the lock-out chip, but 
the Nintendo Entertainment System itself; 
having decided to go the unlicensed route, they 
did not have access to the NES devkit.  The fact 

that the games, buggy as they are, are playable 
at all is a testament to the technical abilities of 
the Color Dreams staff. 
 
And, let's be clear: the decision of Color Dreams 
to go the unlicensed route was, like their 
decision to create Wisdom Tree, largely a 
financial one.  As co-founder Dan Lawton 
explained in an interview 
(http://thewarpzone.classicgaming.gamespy.co
m/colordreamsshrine1/colordreams.html), they 
found Nintendo's licensing agreement to be 
highly undesirable: 
 

"-Commitment to about $350,000 in 
cartridges  
-They had to approve the games, in their 
own schedule  
-They manufactured the games, when 
they felt like it (6 months as I recall)  
-You pay for the cartridges at about 3 x 
the actual cost you could make for 
yourselves  
-They could reject or approve your 
games and also refuse to allow specific 
games based on subject matter" 

 
The bugginess of the Color Dreams/Wisdom 
Tree games is the result of this decision; the 
decision was not the result of the bugginess.  If 
they had agreed to Nintendo's licensing deal, 
that bugginess might have been eliminated, 
resulting in a higher technical quality for their 
games.  I'm not sure if that would have resulted 
in a higher level of quality over-all, as most of 
those games we do have, I'm sad to report, are 
fairly run-of-the-mill platformers without much 
by way of imagination or innovation. 
 
We've looked at some of the Wisdom Tree 
games in the context of actual religious 
material.  Now, let's look at them-- as games. 
 
The first two games we'll be looking at are 
interesting in that each one contains three 
games-- all six of them platformers. 
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Bible Adventures, from left: Noah's Ark, Baby Moses, David and Goliath. No, Baby Moses cannot be used as a weapon. 
 

Bible Adventures 
 
The three platformers-in-miniature that make 
up Bible Adventures all share an Old 
Testament setting and a central game play 
mechanic: picking things up and carrying them.  
A number of commentators, including the wise 
and venerable Angry Nintendo Nerd, have 
called shenanigans on Wisdom Tree for swiping 
this from Super Mario Bros. 2/Doki Doki Panic, 
and while that certainly must have been an 
influence, I do have to say that Wisdom 
Tree/Color Dreams took it to the next level by 
allowing the player to stack the various 
creatures, items, and infants that he or she 
scoops up.   
 
The level designs, which run the gamut from 
boring to irritating, do not deliver on this 
promising premise.  Ditto for a set of winning 
conditions that squander the premise in and of 
itself; to clear a level in the Noah's Ark and 
David and Goliath games, you must carry a set 
number of animals to a drop-off point.  What 
could have been fun and goofy becomes work. 
 
The other game-- Baby Moses-- charges you 
merely with getting Baby Moses safely to the 
end of the level.  You can still stack items to 
your heart's content, but this is not advised: the 
button to pick something up is the same button 
used to toss things away.  It's extremely likely 
that in your attempt to stack some things on 
Baby Moses, you'll end up tossing him into 

harm's way.  Perhaps it's just an idea that was a 
little bit ahead of its time-- maybe a third or 
fourth button would have made all the 
difference. 
 
While the stacking is cool and all, I might be a 
bit misleading in calling it a mechanic, as it's 
not really necessary at all; there's no 
compelling reason to stack anything in any of 
these three games.  If there was a proper bonus 
structure, and (more importantly) if having a 
higher stack increased one's offensive or 
defensive capabilities, or granted some other 
kind of special ability, this could have been a 
fun game, somewhat akin to the zany appeal of 
Katamari Damancy.   If not for its unlicensed 
status and niche marketing, even with the 
frustratingly slippery controls and the poor 
collision detection, it might have been a similar 
sort of cult classic. 
 

King of Kings: The Early Years 
 
While the games that comprise Bible 
Adventures are all more-or-less the same 
game, the King of Kings triptych is a bit more 
varied.  True, all three of these games are 
fairly standard issue platformers, with similar 
types of obstacles and enemies, with the same 
trivia-test health power-ups.  But each one 
showcases a different kind of offensive 
capability: longish-range (The Wise Men), 
close-range (The Flight to Egypt), and none at 
all (Jesus and the Temple).   
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The Wise Men puts you in control of those 
three venerable kings and their camels, each of 
them occupying the saddle for roughly a third 
of the game.  You don't get to choose which 
king to use in which level-- once you've 
completed the levels for one king, he's switched 
out for the next-- but that doesn't much 
matter, as all three control the same. 
 
The camel is capable of spitting at enemies; his 
spittle moves on a downwards-sloping arc, 
somewhat akin to the fireballs utilized by the 
brothers Mario, only without the bouncing.  I 
found the spittle difficult to aim-- it really has 
to be just so to strike the enemies that are at 
ground level.  Mostly, I just avoided the 
enemies as best I could by jumping over them; 
the camel has an extremely impressive leap 
that belies its girth. 
 

 
King of Kings; The Wise Men.  The camel's spit flies 
right over the lizard's head. 

 
Still, I found The Wise Men to be the easiest 
and least frustrating of the three, and I would 
say that's due in large part to the exaggerated 
jumping (which was fun albeit making landings 
difficult when precision is required) and the use 
of projectile-based offensive abilities.  The 
Flight to Egypt, which is more similar to The 
Wise Men than Jesus and the Temple in many 
respects-- here, too, you find yourself aboard a 
steed (in this case, a donkey), and in both cases 
the level designs are fairly linear and sparsely 
populated-- differs in these two crucial areas.   

The jumping is fairly restrained, which makes 
sense, since the donkey is carrying two parents 
and one infant messiah, but this also makes 
dodging enemies more difficult.  The donkey's 
offensive abilities consist of twisting about and 
giving a good hard kick with his hind legs.  This, 
of course, makes for an extremely limited 
attack range and thus requires a great deal of 
timing in order to execute it effectively: the 
player must wait until the enemy is just coming 
into range before pressing the attack button.  
Press it too soon and you'll miss them; press it 
too late and you'll take damage, which also 
throws you backwards-- and thus out of kicking 
range.  (Interestingly, certain collisions-- with 
falling pebbles, for example, or logs-- cause 
your steed to jerk forward very quickly and 
uncontrollably, often zooming you right into 
harm's way.) 
 

 
King of Kings; The Flight To Egypt.  Look how good I 
am at missing things. 

 
There are, generally, pros and cons for close-
range and projectile-based attacks in 
platformers.  While The Wise Men does not use 
its projectiles particularly well, it does show 
off, in its own way, one of the big pluses for 
projectiles-- namely, that it has a larger margin 
for error than close-range attacks, both from 
the player's standpoint-- as it makes it easier, 
in theory anyway, to blast your way through 
something without worrying about timing it-- 
and from a game designer's standpoint-- as the 
exacting science of tight collision detections 
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and balancing frame rates for attack and 
recovery, while necessary for close-range 
attacks to be useable, does not really come into 
consideration for projectile attacks.  The Flight 
to Egypt, on the other hand, shows close-range 
attacks in the worse possible light-- and for just 
these reasons. 
 

 
The Flight to Egypt.  The famed ice level that existed 
between the deserts of the Middle East and the deserts 
of Egypt. 

 
Jesus and the Temple is really the odd man 
out.  Here, you travel on foot instead of riding 
on an animal; the level designs are, in some 
cases earlier on, much less linear, giving the 
player a larger area to explore and potential 
get lost in; this is also the only game of the 
three to feature a timer, which makes that 
lesser degree of linearity a deficit as opposed 
to an asset.  The biggest change, of course, is 
that the player has no offensive abilities to 
speak of.  This, of course, in a game that is 
lousy with enemies. 
 
It's also a mite bit stranger than the other two.  
Upon reaching the end of what was presumably 
a temple level, I found myself unable to reach 
the exit.  There I was, at the end of the level, 
but try as I might, Joseph (sadly, you do not 
play as young Jesus but rather as his parents) 
could not exit.  I could not scroll back, having 
reached the "exit" portion of the screen.  I 
committed suicide on the spikes (certainly not 
Wisdom Tree's intention) and tried to find an 

alternate route; but no, this was it.  I wrote it 
off as a bug and said it was impossible. 
 
It was not until several months later that, upon 
revisiting the game and finding myself stuck 
again, I found the actual exit-- just to the left 
of some spikes in a pit, several screens from 
what I thought was the exit.  I have no idea if 
this was intended as a puzzle, or if something 
simply went wrong with the code.  You'd like to 
think that, if it was a puzzle, there would be 
some kind of clue, or at the very least that the 
game would allow you to scroll back to find the 
real exit.  But no. 
 

 
King of Kings; Jesus and the Temple.  Yes, this is the 
actual exit.  How could I have missed it? 

 
I'm really not sure what the game's creators 
were thinking when they cobbled together 
Jesus and the Temple.  My pet theory, which is 
almost certainly completely incorrect, is that it 
was created to give context to the other two, 
that all three games in the King of Kings 
cartridge are intended to comment on one 
another, so that we may compare and contrast 
different game design decisions-- principally 
the offensive abilities.  While The Wise Men 
and The Flight to Egypt could, potentially, 
stand on their own, Jesus and the Temple 
cannot seriously be considered a game except 
in relation to the other two.  And, actually, as 
this brief discussion can corroborate, the three 
games do work better when considered in 
relation to one another than they could alone. 
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Crystal Mines, Exodus, and Joshua 
 
Most likely the best game Color Dreams itself 
ever made, both technically and creatively, was 
Crystal Mines.  Crystal Mines tasked the player 
with guiding a robot by "remote-control" 
through a hazardous outer space mine, 
retrieving crystals while shooting and bombing 
your way through enemies and obstacles.  Solid 
music and appealing sprites-- not something 
one usually expects from unlicensed games-- 
made this the complete package.  Crystal 
Mines was also the most important game that 
Color Dreams made; it was remade and 
repurposed a number of times, and it actually 
accounts for half of Wisdom Tree's "original"  
console games. 
 

 
Crystal Mines.  Color Dreams liked it so much, they 

decided to make it again--twice. 

 
 

When Color Dreams formed Wisdom Tree, they 
modified Crystal Mines to fit with the new 
biblical theme.  The end result, Exodus, greatly 
dialed down the complexity of the original 
game.  Tedious levels packed with sand you had 
to continuously blast through replaced the 
eccentric and appealing layouts of Crystal 
Mines.  Bombs were replaced by the staff of 
God, and those staffs were very seldom in 
evidence. 
 
The player controlled a balding Moses, firing 
the "Word of God"-- represented by a flying 
letter "W"-- to defeat sinister-looking Egyptians 
and break up obstacles.  The crystals, of 
course, were replaced by jars of manna-- never 
mind that manna was the bread from heaven, in 
another sterling example of Wisdom Tree's 
vaunted biblical accuracy.  In addition to 
manna, the player was required to collect trivia 
questions, to be answered at the end of the 
stage. 
 

 
Exodus. 
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A few years later, Wisdom Tree released 
Joshua-- which is, admittedly, more of a 
remake of Exodus than it is of Crystal Mines.  I 
guess you could even call it a sequel-- Joshua 
continues the storyline of Exodus, and features 
the same repetitive game play with similarly 
unimaginative and tedious style of level design. 
 
Now, instead of crystals or liquid bread, the 
player is required to collect various types of 
objects, to which are assigned differing 
monetary values, in order to meet a set total.  
Collecting trivia questions is again in vogue, and 
in some levels, there is actually nothing to 
collect except for these trivia questions. 
 

 
Joshua. 

 
The only thing they really added to the package 
was a bit of voice over, admittedly high-tech 
for the Nintendo Entertainment System.  "Be 
courageous, Joshua!" we are told when we start 
a new level; completing a stage yields "Good 
job, Joshua!" 
 
In both cases, they took what was actually a 
good game, and then decided to diminish 
everything about it that was fun and 
interesting.  (Not one of their finer moments.)  
 
I'm sure there was a reason behind this-- Color 
Dreams, after all, could have just changed the 
sprites and kept the level designs exactly the 

same.  I'm thinking there are one of two 
scenarios here, both of which I find equally 
plausible. 
 

 
A particularly disturbing "cut scene" from Exodus, 
depicting a strangely muscled Egyptian whipping a 

Hebrew slave with a thinning hairline and-- are those 
glasses?  ...Is that supposed to be Woody Allen?  

There's something vaguely anti-Semitic about this. 

 
First scenario: Crystal Mines was deemed to be 
too challenging for Wisdom Tree's target 
audience-- young children and their parents.  
And, yes, I can see that-- it would be a 
frustrating game for young players, and that 
would get in the way of one's enjoyment.  Still 
no reason to dumb it down completely. 
 
Second scenario: the Color Dreams staffers in 
charge of translating Crystal Mines into Exodus 
and then eventually into Joshua was not a 
particularly religious person and, upset about 
the direction the company was going, decided 
to make those game as insultingly simple and 
boring as possible. 
 
Either way, the end result is that the remakes 
of Crystal Mines pale in comparison to the 
original.  However, that is not the end of its 
saga; the basic Crystal Mines engine was 
heavily modded to create two more games, 
Spiritual Warfare and Bible Buffet, which have 
the unique distinction of being Wisdom Tree's 
best and weirdest, respectively. 
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Spiritual Warfare 
 
To be perfectly blunt, Spiritual Warfare is the 
born-again Legend of Zelda: an overhead 
action-adventure game with a degree of non-
linearity.  As you move through the game, you 
find or buy more powerful weapons, acquire 
special items, explore dungeons and defeat 
bosses.   
 
Instead of the bombs, the player has the Wrath 
of God.  Instead of swords, he uses projectile 
fruit.  Instead of Hyrule and its monsters, he 
travels through an urban city and fights off gang 
members, construction workers, businessmen, 
drunkards, and what I assume must be pirates.  
By beaming his fruit or exploding God's Wrath at 
them, he converts them to Christianity.  Instead 
of the Tri-Force, the player searches for the 
legendary Armor of God.  Instead of Ganon, the 
player must defeat Satan himself. 
 

 
Spiritual Warfare.  Avast, ye matey! 

 
 
It doesn't really add anything substantial to the 
formula that Miyamoto created, but that basic 
formula is still very, very strong.  Is it as good 
as Zelda?  Of course not!  But it is, without a 
doubt, the best game that Wisdom Tree ever 
released.  There are no serious bugs in the 
programming and the controls are actually 
quite responsive.  It's hard enough to give the 
player a challenge, but easy enough that most 
players should be able to complete it.  And this 

difficultly is the result of good design and 
balance, as opposed to the technical sloppiness 
and bad decisions that make most of Wisdom 
Tree's games nearly unplayable.  It's not a 
perfect game, and it's not a particularly 
imaginative version of Zelda, and so there's 
really not a whole lot to say about it.  Now, 
Bible Buffet, on the other hand... 
 

 
While the original Legend Of Zelda did have its fair 
share of underground side-scrolling levels with ladders, 
in Spiritual Warfare they are far more numerous.  
Partially, this was probably to make use of the unique 
gravity physics of the Crystal Mines engine. 

 

 
Spiritual Warfare.  If you enter the bar, an angel will 
punish you by hiding the Belt of Truth, thus setting 
back your quest to stop Satan.  The action-adventure 
genre provides more opportunities-- albeit extremely 
moralistic ones-- for player choice and consequences 
than a platformer, perhaps making it a better genre-- 
in theory-- for exploring religious themes.  
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Bible Buffet 
 
Bible Buffet is an overhead action game, a 
board game, and a trivia quiz, all wrapped up 
into one sublimely strange package.  It's made 
even stranger by the fact that there is no in-
game biblical content what-so-ever, and by the 
presence of some primitive and unintentionally 
frightening 8-bit voice over that informs you 
whose turn it is and cheers you on with an 
extremely excited "Alright!" when you land on a 
trivia square. 
 
So, here's how the game works:   
 
You start at the lower-left end of the game 
board (in "Veggie Land") and make your way 
along the snaking path to the upper-right 
("Dessert Land") through use of a button-
activated spinner.  When your turn begins, you 
press the button and the spinner spins; your 
figure than moves the requisite number of 
spaces. 
 

 
Bible Buffet: the game board.  I don't know about you, 
but personally, I'm a bit frightened of Bar-B-Q Land. 

 
If you land on a bonus square, you are given a 
number of trivia questions to answer.  Since-- 
as we noted in the article proper-- the 
questions themselves don't appear in the game 
but rather only in the instruction booklet, it 
amounts to a whole lot of guess work.  

Assuming that you're prescient enough to get 
some correct answers, you'll be allowed to 
choose a bonus for yourself-- extra health, 
advancing another square, a key for the action 
portions of the game.  (That is, for better or 
worse, the "Bible" part of the game.) 
 
The other squares on the game board take the 
player to an action level comprised of a number 
of boards.  The enemies and challenges in these 
boards are themed around the land the square 
occupies.  (And this is the "Buffet".) 
 

 
Bible Buffet: the action portion of the game.  As far as 
I can tell, this is the rare NES game that features 
vegetables but not eggplants. 

 
Hence the name, Bible Buffet.  The different 
aspects of the game never really come 
together, making it a more literal example of 
schizoid game design than most Christian 
games.  The action portions are competently 
done, but it's all fairly run-of-the-mill stuff.  
The board game aspect completely kills the 
pacing of the game-- I'd much rather just fight 
my way through the various gardens and 
restaurants of the game world and not have to 
bother with the spinner and the man with the 
creepy voice.   
 
I have a hard time imagining one player having 
the patience to play through the game, let 
alone four. 
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Sunday Funday and Super Noah's Ark 3D 

 
The last two games Wisdom Tree released for 
consoles-- besides, of course, the ports of their 
Nintendo games to other consoles-- hold the 
unique and perhaps dubious distinctions of 
being the last game to be released for the 
Nintendo Entertainment System and the only 
unlicensed game released for the Super 
Nintendo.  They are, respectively, Sunday 
Funday and Super Noah's Ark 3D.  Both of 
them, as noted in the article proper, are mods 
of earlier games. 
 
In the case of Super Noah, that game was, of 
course, Wolfenstein 3D.  To discuss it in any 
depth would be the same as discussing 
Wolfenstein 3D, and I'm not sure if that's 
precisely kosher to our current discussion.  I 
will, however, devote a little bit of time to 
Sunday Funday and its original, Menace Beach, 
as most readers would probably not be familiar 
with it. 
 
In either itineration, it is a sidescrolling 
platformer in which our hero, on skateboard, 
endeavors to get from the left side of the 
screen to the right side of the screen, jumping 
over obstacles and attacking enemies at 
extremely close range with a 360 degree spin 
attack.  All the attackable enemies in an area 
must be defeated before moving further on in a 
given level, much like in a beat-'em-up. 
 
The skateboard results in some slippery physics, 
and the controls, while more responsive than in 
Wisdom Tree's other platformers, are fairly 
clunky.  There are health items and extra lives, 
but no power-up system to elevate the game 
beyond jumping and attacking, jumping and 
attacking.  It's just a standard, mediocre 
platformer without much to distinguish itself in 
either version. 
 
The Sunday Funday cartridge, though, features 
two other "games" as a special bonus.  Fish Fall 
tasks the player with catching falling fish, then 
throwing said fish upwards into a horizontally 
moving basket.  That's it.  There's really nothing 

more to it than that.  It's not a puzzle game, 
and it's not quite an arcade game. 
 

 
Sunday Funday.  Because attacking obese women is 
totally in synch with the teachings of Christ. 

 
It is more interesting, though, than The Ride, 
which isn't actually a game at all.  It is, instead, 
an 8-bit instrumental version of a song by 
Christian rock band 4Him, with the lyrics 
displayed on-screen. 
 
And that was the last Wisdom Tree game. 
 

The Aughties 
 
Or was it?  Wisdom Tree's still around, and 
they're still selling games.  I'm not sure, 
however, if they're selling their games, or just 
acting as a middle-man for other Christian 
developers. 
 
For example, they offer several titles in the 
Charlie Church Mouse series.  These same 
games, however, are offered for sale by the 
Left Behind Games website, and by Lifeline 
Studios-- the actual creators of the religious 
rodent. 
 
I don't know what connection, if any, Wisdom 
Tree actually has to Charlie Church Mouse or 
such prestigious titles as Jesus in Space.  As 
I've said elsewhere in the article, Wisdom Tree 
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itself-- and every other religious video games 
company I contacted-- ignored my requests for 
comment.  (And I certainly wasn't about to plop 
down $22.95 just to see if the Wisdom Tree 
logo popped up on the start-up.) 
 
 

 
Charlie Church Mouse: Early Elementary (Demo 
Version).  "At 7:30 in the morning, Daniel brushes his 
teeth." 

 
Evidence seems to point towards the notion 
that the people at Wisdom Tree didn't know a 
whole lot about games and game design, and 
when Color Dreams split off from them, they 
lost their source of games.  And I certainly don't 
want to be uncharitable to a company that's 
chosen not to take an opportunity to answer 
any charges that might be leveled against 
them, but I honestly don't think they much care 

about video games, either as an art form or as a 
way to proselytize. 
 

 
Sunday Funday.  In what is perhaps the moment most 
emblematic of Wisdom Tree's schizoid approach to 
Christian gaming, setting off this mine causes the 
player to explode into several gory pieces. 
 
The Wisdom Tree games are very hard to come 
by, and, being unlicensed, they are considered 
to be collector's items.  For the morbidly 
curious, all of the original NES games are 
available on their website in Java, with all of 
their original bugs and idiosyncrasies in tact, at 
www.wisdomtreegames.com ; Super Noah's 
Ark 3D is noticeably absent. 
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continued from page 25 
 
This isn't an isolated incident, either.  While 
incidents of respriting questionable games into 
family-friendly ones has become less prevalent 
as the market presence of religious games has 
steadily increased since the early aughties, 
resulting in a higher number of original games, 
many of those games still exhibit schizoid 
tendencies between its non-mimetic (game 
play) and mimetic (spriting, story, subject 
matter) elements. 
  
Considerable mainstream media attention, for 
example, was given to the Left Behind real-
time strategy game, Left Behind: Eternal 
Forces, which uncomfortably mixes xenophobic 
ultra-violence with a peculiar brand of right-
wing theology, giving the player the option of 
saving (i.e., converting) non-Christians or 
murdering them, resulting in the infamous Rob 
Corddry quip, " Damn! He just saved that guy 
right between the eyes!"  Suffice to say, this 
convert-or-kill game mechanic does not reflect 
the beliefs of Christianity-- or, for that matter, 
any other major religion.12 
 
A quick survey of the current religious games 
marketplace reveals a propensity of epidemic 
proportions for schizoid game design: games in 
which the religious content is simply tacked on 
arbitrarily to the game play, or, more 
distressingly, in which the game play and the 
religious content are, indeed, diametrically 
opposed to one another.  In either case, the 
religious content is not particularly meaningful, 
running the gamut from trivia questions and life 
lessons embedded in cut-scenes to the merely 
inconsequential, such as those games which 
depend on spriting to give a game its context. 
 
                                                 
12 Jack Thompson, infamous for his anti-violence in 
video games crusading, was so offended by the 
game that he broke off his connections with Left 
Behind's publisher, Tyndale House.  "The game is 
about killing people for their lack of faith in Jesus," 
he told the Washington Post (Aug. 17, 2006, page 
D1).  "The Gospel is not about killing people in the 
name of the Lord, and Jesus made that very clear." 

 
Left Behind: Eternal Forces. 

  
Which brings us to a question: why?  Are the 
game designers unaware of this failure, or do 
they consider it to be a non-issue-- do they feel 
that they've succeeded in what they've set out 
to do, or that the form itself is incapable of 
anything more meaningful?   
 
I think these are important, interesting, and 
illuminating questions; several religious game 
developers and organizations, including Wisdom 
Tree, the Christian Games Developers 
Conference, and the Davka Corporation (creator 
of "the Jewish  Software Game of the Year", 
Ehud's Courage and the Cunning Blade), 
apparently did not agree, as they refused to 
even acknowledge my requests for an interview 
or thoughts on the subject. 
 
And I understand their desire to not get 
involved.  Religious game developers have not 
been treated kindly by mainstream gamers; 
gaming magazines all but ignore them, and 
those websites and blogs that occasionally shine 
a light on their corner of the world tend to rag 
on them for the quality of their games.  In an 
industry where they're already marginalized and 
ridiculed, the last thing they want to do is open 
themselves up and participate in more of the 
same. 
 
I'm not going to lie.  A lot of these games are 
bad, and a lot of them fit into this schizoid 
category.  But it doesn't have to be that way.
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New Types of Games 
 
I said upfront that video games, "as they exist 
today", are an art form that concerns itself with 
external conflict, and that art-- all art-- can 
give voice to that which is ineffable-- that it 
can touch our soul, heart, or subconscious, 
whatever you want to call it.  Art can express 
the deep internal feelings and ideas that would 
become cheap and tawdry clichés if spoken 
aloud; Nietzsche famously once said, "That for 
which we find words is something already dead 
in our hearts.  There is always a kind of 
contempt in the act of speaking." 
 

 
Nietzsche is dead. 

 
Exploring this question of deep, meaningful 
internal expression-- of the very artness of 
video games itself!-- through the lens of games 
concerned with faith and religion, we find the 
end results equally contemptible.  It's all words, 
all spoken-- nothing is truly felt. 
 
And even opening it beyond this narrow but 
fertile thematic concern, we can see that 
thematic expressions in even the most critically 
lauded of video games are spoken instead of 
felt, that they are explored through dialogue 

and cut-scenes instead of game play choices, 
that they, too, exhibit schizoid tendencies.13 
 
For example, Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater 
concerns itself with the themes of loyalty, 
patriotism, and the ethics of a soldier's life.  It 
explores the question of why someone would 
turn traitor or defect from their home country.  
But it does this solely-- and, sometimes, with 
excruciatingly overwrought and overlong 
exchanges-- through the cinematics.  In fact, 
Naked Snake's movie-crazed medical support 
Para-Medic even gushes about a future in which 
there are movies in which you can control the 
characters-- a clear and very revealing 
reference to video games and Hideo Kojima's 
attitudes towards the art form. 
 
But such an experience, in which one is 
constantly switching between playing the game 
and watching it, cannot be a truly deep 
experience because of this divide between the 
two sources and types of meaning-- the "deep" 
meaning coming from the not-game, and the 
shallow meaning coming from the art form 
itself.  Wouldn't it be more interesting, more 
satisfying, deeper, truer, and more ambiguous 
if the theme was explored through game play 
rather than cut scenes?  Wouldn't it be better if 
the player was the one doing the exploring, 
instead of the dialogue writer? 
 
It's a lofty goal, and while there seems to have 
been some big budget progress in this 
direction14, there are a couple of problems 
inherent in the form-- problems inherent in how 
games are made by designers and in how games 
are experienced by players.  And both arise, 

                                                 
13 cf. my discussion of storytelling in last issue's 
cover feature, "The Problem with RPGs", pg. 9-64. 
14 I'm told that BioShock, despite being a first-
person shooter (not my favourite genre), explores 
complex questions of morality and philosophy 
through player choice and game play.  I have not 
actually played the game myself, and so I cannot 
vouch for the veracity of this assertion nor offer my 
two cents on it.  If anyone has a spare working Xbox 
360 (red rings of death need not apply) and a copy 
of the game they'd like to donate to a poor gamer, 
I'd be more than happy to look into it.  
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simply enough, from its dual status as both a 
form of art and a form of game. 
 
Games have rules and structures, and in many 
cases, conditions for victory or defeat.  (There 
are some games that lack these winning 
conditions, and we'll get to them in just a wee 
bit.)  Good players understand these rules and 
create strategies that work within the given 
structure and exploit weaknesses in the same.  
Because the object of a game is to win it, 
anything not related to the achievement of 
winning conditions is of secondary, if not 
tertiary, concern.15 
 
This is the baggage that video games bring with 
it, and it is one reason why some do not 
consider video games to be a proper art form.  
And-- let's be honest here-- the gameness of 
video games can and does get in the way of 
serious artistic expression.  If, for example, a 
player is confronted with a moral conundrum, 
he might weigh whether something is right or 
wrong, and he might consider the impact it 
would have on non-player characters, but in the 
end, in most cases, the deciding factor is not 
what he considers to be "right" but rather what 
he feels will give him an edge and help him to 
achieve his ultimate goal. 
 
Let's say, for example, that you have an enemy 
at your mercy, and that you are given the 
choice to kill him or let him go free.  Neither 
choice requires much skill from the player-- it's 
as simple as pressing a button.  Leave it as is, 
and the player might choose their conscience.  
But if it makes no difference to the game play-- 
if there are no actual consequences-- there is 
no real moral dilemma.16  
 

                                                 
15 See David Sirlin's Playing to Win for a much 
deeper and more enlightened discussion of how to 
do just that. 
16 I discussed this at greater length, specifically in 
regards to the trial sequence in Chrono Trigger, in 
the aforementioned "The Problem with RPGs" in our 
second issue.  More about the trial, with its force 
advancement of a linear storyline while propagating 
an illusion of choice, can be found on page 41 of 
that issue. 

So, let's add some consequences to our 
example.  Let's make it a real dilemma.  Let's 
say that if the player kills his helpless enemy, 
he gains some kind of special power-up.  But if 
he spares his opponent's life, that same 
opponent will come back later to make his life 
absolutely miserable, greatly ratcheting up the 
game's difficulty.  If we were playing Gradius 
before, now we're playing Silver Surfer.  What 
will the player choose? 
 
Well, he'll kill him, of course.  He's no idiot; he's 
not going to make it nigh-impossible for himself 
to win-- unless, of course, he's doing so in order 
to show off his phenomenal mastery of the 
game, such as beating Legend of Zelda without 
a sword or besting the first Mega Man only using 
the Mega Buster as an offensive weapon 
(without the pause trick).  In either case, it's 
strictly a game decision, not a moral or artistic 
one.17   
 
And if the consequences were switched-- if you 
made it more profitable for the player that 
spares the enemy's life and made it hell for the 
player that kills him-- you'd find players 
choosing the opposite way but for the same 
reasons; in addition, you wouldn't be providing 
a moral dilemma at all but rather a moral 
lesson that doesn't really require or reward 
player interaction in the first place. 
 
This particular conundrum-- in which deeper 
thematic material is very seldomly explored in 
a meaningful way through game play because of 
the inherent qualities of game play itself-- is 
troubling, and it largely stems from the 
presence of winning conditions, of designer-set 
goals and benchmarks.  What happens, then, if 
we remove those winning conditions? 
 

                                                 
17 cf. the "Lexicon" entry in our last issue, pg. 4-8: 
"[Video games] are predicated upon a relationship 
between an active author and an active audience-- 
or, to put it another way, on a work of art in which 
both designer and player are creators [artists] 
without an audience."  This is what I mean when I 
refer to an "artistic" decision, as the player is an 
artist in his own right working within the designer's 
framework. 
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(Before we get to the answer to that question, 
the resultant speculative possibilities and 
obvious drawbacks to games that cannot be 
won, the ways in which they can explore 
thematic material in general and 
religious/philosophical material in particular, 
let me clarify again that I am speaking about 
thematic material-- about the verbally 
inexpressible-- and not about educational or 
political material.  There are a number of 
games, both with and without winning 
conditions, that enable the player to explore 
different facets of an issue or situation, or to 
understand the various parts of a complex 
system. In fact, because games are systems, 
and because the understanding of a game on 
some systemic level is the key to better 
playing, the art form is particularly well-suited 
to such an exploration.) 
 
There are, by my count, four basic types of 
games that cannot be "won".  The first type, 
which does not make too much of an 
appearance in this art form, is usually found in 
athletic children's games, such as Four Square 
or Duck, Duck, Goose.  In these types of games, 
play is divided into rounds, and each round has 
a condition for losing, at which point the round 
ends and a new one begins.  But the game itself 
has no over-all winner or loser; the game ends 
only when the players decide they've tired of it. 
 

 
Four Square diagram by Robert Weemeyer.  God bless 
Wikimedia Commons. 

 
Like I said, this type of game, which I guess one 
could call an Unwinnable Round Game (if you 
want to get all lingo-y about it), doesn't really 
crop up a lot in video games, and that's because 
these sorts of games require several players.  
True, there are multiplayer games, and a player 
or team of players might choose to play through 

several "rounds" of play, with each round 
featuring winning and losing conditions (such as 
"capture the flag", "kill the other team").  But I 
would not say these are the same type of game 
because they lack another key feature in 
display in Four Square, Duck, Duck, Goose, or 
other games of this type: a mutable but 
continuous status quo. 
 
At the end of a round of Four Square, something 
has happened: a player has been eliminated or 
demoted, and other players have moved up.  
The end of that round sets up the status quo for 
the next round, and the end of that one for the 
next one.  The same is true of Duck, Duck, 
Goose: at the end of each round, either 
someone is the new ducker or someone finds 
themselves the ducker again.   
 
Whereas in these multiplayer video games, 
whether cooperative or competitive in scope, 
at the beginning of a new round, the status quo 
has been reset: players killed in the first round 
are alive again, flags are restored to their old 
positions.  It is not so much that they're playing 
several rounds of a game but rather several 
games of a game. 
 
The closest thing that video games have to an 
Unwinnable Round Game, as far as I can tell, 
would be what I call "Lose Better" games.18  
These games only end when you lose the game, 
and so the player's object is to "lose better"-- to 
have a higher score, or to reach a higher round, 
before your inevitable defeat.  Tetris is a-- if 
not the-- prime example of a Lose Better game, 
though the argument could be made for many 
of the early arcade games, including Pac-Man, 
Galaga, and Asteroids. 
 

                                                 
18  cf. the very beginning of my discussion in our 
first issue of Power-Ups, pg. 5-7, in which I discuss 
the potential for games such as Four Square and 
Pac-Man to continue in perpetuity because of their 
lack of winning conditions.  I do not make much 
distinction between the two types in those pages, 
but the linkages-- the things that they have in 
common-- are much more clearly delineated.  I'll be 
talking more about Lose Better games and winning 
conditions in next issue's Boss Battles cover feature. 
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In Russia, the Tetris beats you. 

 
Neither of these two types of unwinnable games 
are particularly well-suited for any kind of 
thematic exploration.  Even if there were more 
Unwinnable Round Games in the video game 
form, their explicitly competitive nature-- and 
the resultant focus on "winning" each round-- 
simply reiterates the same problems for 
thematic expression present in games with 
winning conditions.  Lose Better games, too, 
are also competitive in their way; in this case, 
the player is playing against his previous 
efforts, or the efforts of other high-scoring 
players.19  Though some commentators, such as 
the venerable Syd Lexia, have wryly suggested 
that games like Pac-Man explore the 

                                                 
19 A Lose Better game cannot exist without a scoring 
system.  Otherwise, there'd be no way to measure 
one's relative success, and thus no real point. 

meaninglessness of life, I don't think it's a 
particularly deep expression of existentialism. 
 
The third type of unwinnable game could, 
depending on your attitude towards it, 
alternatively be called a non-game, a toy, or a 
widget.  The most prominent (and popular) 
example would be The Sims series of computer 
and console games.  These sorts of games are 
marked by an extremely high level of player 
autonomy and choice, with multiple avenues for 
meaningful interaction and an extraordinarily 
robust game engine/A.I. system which ensures 
that player choices have actual and often 
surprising consequences, which in turn 
encourage players to experiment. 
 

 
The Sims 2. 

   
 
All of the above qualities form the very essence 
of the video game art form and its potential.  It 
is a game that is truly free of any kind of 
winning conditions, save for those you might set 
for yourself, which only increases the feeling of 
player autonomy.  It stresses exploration and 
experimentation rather than discovery-- asking 
questions rather than reaching conclusions.  
That would make it an ideal way to explore 
more personal and internal thematic questions-- 
such as, for example, religion or philosophy.. 
wouldn't it? 
 
Well... maybe. 
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Spirits of Stone 
 

I generally don't discuss my own games and game 
design decisions in this magazine, and I certainly 
don't want to set a precedent, but I feel that a short 
glimpse at the development of an aborted game of 
my own might bring to light a few salient points.  
YoYo Games, the company now behind Mark 
Overmars's Game Maker program, periodically holds 
themed game creation contests for cash prizes.  The 
second of these contests had the theme of Ancient 
Civilizations.   
 
I wanted to enter, but I was having difficultly 
getting a handle on the theme.  You see, I didn't 
want to address it mimetically, with, say, Egyptian 
sprites or an Aztec setting.  You could take any 
game, any game at all, and slap any ancient culture 
on it and, boom, you've got an entry.  And, to me, 
that didn't really fit the spirit of the challenge. 
 
No, what I wanted to do is create a game where the 
ties went deeper-- a game that could only work in 
the context of one specific ancient civilization, a 
game in which the contest theme was addressed 
through game play mechanics.  I did a lot of head-
scratching, and a lot of research, and for a long 
time, I didn't have a clue what I would do with it. 
 
Then, it hit me: while a lot of people were doing 
Egyptians and Greeks and Romans, I hadn't seen any 
games representing the indigenous American 
peoples.  I decided to go for the spiritual angle-- the 
belief held by many of those great nations that 
everything, from a human to a bird to a stone to the 
wind, everything is alive and connected and 
brothers.  That one should not fear death, that 
today might be a good day to die.  The whole circle 
of life thing.  I would call it Spirits of Stone. 
 
Once I hit on that, the rest-- at that time-- seemed 
to fall into place: the game would explore this 
interconnectedness and would express this serene 
philosophy by allowing the player to experience it 
first-hand.  Each time you start the game, you 
would start as a different kind of being-- a human, 
or a bird, or a buffalo.  When your first creature 
was killed, you would become some other kind of 
creature-- perhaps the creature that killed you, or 
another creature that feeds on your remains.  Each 
creature would have different abilities, satisfying 
my seemingly life-long obsession with varied skill 
sets, and the game would only end when you had 
decided it was over. 

I started to build this game, and almost immediately 
I came across several rough spots.  Putting aside the 
nagging issue of how, exactly, the transformations 
would work, I was faced with the more troubling 
issue of those very same varied skill sets.  If the 
game had no winning condition, of what use would 
those varied skill sets be?  Perhaps they could give 
you access to different areas of the game, much like 
the skill sets exhibited by the cast of Albero and 
the Great Blue Emblem.20  But if the central 
mechanic revolved around getting eaten or killed by 
things, what would be your incentive for exploring 
the physical space?  For that matter, what use 
would be offensive abilities with such a game 
mechanic?  More pressingly: if this mechanic was to 
enable you to explore different skill sets, and those 
skill sets had no use, what would motivate you to 
explore and utilize that mechanic in the first place?  
I was, I realized, creating a game that had no need 
to be played. 
 
I was also faced with another problem: the central 
idea I had been trying to explore was that there was 
life in all things, even inanimate objects.  The 
question, of course, was how on earth to make an 
inanimate object playable without compromising its 
inanimateness?  To put it another way: if you give a 
stone legs and the ability to shoot laser beams, it 
ceases to be a stone.  I wanted to keep it a stone, 
and to make the player experience what it is to be a 
stone.  And while a novel or a film might-- just 
might, mind you-- be able to make being a stone 
interesting, it's pretty damn boring in a game.  It's 
certainly not fun. 
 

 
Stone = boring. 

                                                 
20 See my review of Albero in our last issue,  pg. 72-
76. 
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Questioning Assumptions 
 
And this is one more disadvantage that this dual 
heritage of art and game gives the form, a 
disadvantage that no other art form is saddled 
with: video games have to be fun.  And, 
generally, the exploration of deep yet 
intangible thematic subject matter-- the kind of 
inexpressible emotions stirred up by the great 
and awesome masterworks of a given form, and 
the special sort of reverence with which one 
might approach Art-art (as opposed to pop-art) 
-- well, it ain't exactly fun.  Incredible, 
inspiring, life-changing-- yes.  But "fun"?   Or 
"entertaining"-- in the broadest and most 
accessible sense of the word?  No, not quite. 
 
This, coupled with, as mentioned before and as 
we shall shortly explore again, the highly 
external (and thus surface-level) nature of the 
form itself, seems to torpedo any efforts to 
produce a video game that can express the 
divine-- whether that divinity be something 
religious, or something wholly secular and thus 
incredibly human and all the more vital. 
 
And that's the end of it, we've reached an 
impasse.  Video games aren't art, just like Pluto 
will never be a planet.  We can call them art 
and planet respectively, but they'll never be 
able to do the same things as art and planets.  
We should just give up trying. 
 
If I believed even one word of that last 
paragraph, I wouldn't have started this 
magazine.  Just because no one ever flew non-
stop across the Atlantic before Lindbergh 
doesn't mean it couldn't be done; all it means is 
that it hadn't been done-- not yet.  The same 
holds true here. 
 
There has not, as of this writing and in my 
opinion, been a video game that has created a 
deep and truly meaningful experience through 
game play.  But one day, there will be.  Of this 
I am quite certain. 
 
I don't know how to surpass the obstacles 
inherent in the form-- the obstacles that, 
looked at through the lens of conventional 

wisdom and established fact, make such an 
endeavour seem impossible.  But someone will 
be able to overcome them; someone will know 
the right questions to ask, the right things to 
try, someone will have the right idea.  More 
likely, it'll be a string of someones, perhaps 
generations apart, as the art form continues to 
evolve. 
 
I don't know the answers myself; if I did, I 
wouldn't be writing this in the first place.  I 
certainly don't know the right questions to ask, 
but I think it might be useful in thinking about 
and discussing this issue to shuck aside the 
conventional wisdom by questioning two 
seemingly irrefutable and proven- beyond-any-
reasonable-doubt baseline assumptions 
regarding video games: namely, video games 
have to be fun and video games are an 
external art form. 
  
There certainly have been, and will continue to 
be, games that aren't any fun-- Hudson Hawk, 
Silver Surfer, E.T., Daikatana, Bomberman: 
Act Zero, Sonic Riders, Sonic Riders: Zero 
Gravity, Shadow the Hedgehog, Sonic the 
Hedgehog (2006), and Shaq Fu being only a 
few obvious examples.  There's something else 
this unholy litany has in common, besides the 
lack of fun: they're all notoriously bad games.  
And, for many if not most gamers, it comes to 
exactly the same thing. 
  

 
Silver Surfer.  It's debatable whether it's better or 
worse than Fantastic Four: Rise of the Silver Surfer. 
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As gamers, people, and sentient beings, we 
have a few deeply-rooted and important 
psychological needs.  We have a need to enjoy 
ourselves and to be entertained.  We have a 
desire for things to fit together into a logical 
sequence, and we also have a desire to be 
surprised, both in ways that support and violate 
that need for logic and cohesion.  We also have 
a desire to be rewarded for effort-- what we 
get out of something should be at least as 
valuable as what we put into it. 
  
Classically good game design fulfills all these 
needs more-or-less simultaneously.  Scoring 
more points translates into extra lives; 
completing a challenging side quest yields a 
new item or ability; beating a game on a higher 
difficulty level gives the player a better ending: 
rewards are commiserate with the effort 
required to achieve them.  If nabbing a certain 
item doubles the player's fire-power, that item 
should always do so; if it sometimes had a 
positive effect, sometimes killed the player, 
and sometimes warped the player to another 
level, it wouldn't be fair: there'd be no 
consistency or logic.  Truly great games, 
especially of the current generation, create 
marvelously robust systems of rules, physics, 
and interactions-- so robust, that a player can 
ask themselves, what happens if I do this?, and, 
upon doing it, they'll be presented with an 
answer that's at once surprising and yet makes 
complete and total sense.  By tapping into 
these related desires, the player is encouraged 
to experiment, and thus to improve their 
playing ability-- which, in turns, deepens one's 
feelings of power, masterliness, and reward: in 
a word, fun. 
  
That's not all there is to it, of course.  Fun also 
manifests itself in a title's given basic game 
play mechanics.  Mechanics that are unique and 
original are all the more surprising and thus all 
the more fun-- providing, of course, that they 
also fulfill those other basic psychological 
needs: playing as a stone might be a unique and 
original idea, but that in and of itself is not 
really fun, and it's doubtful that any designer-- 
no matter how brilliant they might be-- would 

be able to reconcile such a game play mechanic 
with any of those major psychological impulses. 
  
To risk denying these psychological needs and 
violating these cardinal components of game 
design-- rules that apply across the board to all 
genres, from platformers to RPGs to shooters to 
puzzle games to racing simulators to rhythm 
vomiters-- is lunacy.  Lucky for us and the 
purposes of this discussion, however, lunatics 
are not in short supply. 
  
There is a special class of game that willfully 
and knowingly violates these rules and 
frustrates these needs, desires, and impulses-- 
and, further, often has no winning condition or 
makes its winning conditions actually 
unattainable, making it the ugly duckling cousin 
to the tetrad begun with unwinnable round 
games, lose better games, and non-games: the 
anti-game.  
  
If a game provides fun for its players, an anti-
game provides fun at their expense.  They often 
take the form of a prank, but they are subtler 
than the usual sort of internet pranks-- flashing 
lights, programs that can't be closed without 
shutting down your computer, et al-- in that 
they mimic the syntax and interfaces which we 
associate with games.  The difference, of 
course, is that these "games" are fundamental 
broken-- the syntax is bad and the interface 
unusable. 
  
On the surface, there appears to be no 
difference between a bad game and an anti-
game-- it's really just a matter of perspective 
and intent.  A bad game is intended to be a 
good one and fails; an anti-game is intended to 
be bad and thus succeeds in its aims.  It's a 
weird sort of prank, in that the prankster isn't 
present to say "gotcha" to his mark-- which kind 
of renders the whole point moot. 
  
Anti-games are not really prevalent in the 
commercial market-- Beat Takeshi's Takeshi no 
Chōsenjō for the Famicom being a notorious 
exception-- and that's probably because of the 
nature of the business.  One can imagine the 
uproar if a major company charged scores of 
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gamers fifty or sixty dollars for something that 
was deliberately shoddy.  The likelihood of such 
a thing happening is greatly diminished by the 
fact that a prank needs an uninformed mark in 
order to work, and so such a prank would 
require various gaming magazines and websites 
to be willingly complicit.  The anti-game is truly 
the purview of the amateur game maker, and 
could only has risen to what limited prominence 
it might enjoy in this age of the internet. 
 
If they're just pranks, then why am I expending 
so much of my time (and yours) on them?  
Because they can be more than pranks.  And, in 
fact, they might serve as an important part of 
the evolution of the art form. 
 

 
RunEscape is an important part of the evolution of 
video games. 

 
Imagine, if you will, a platformer in which your 
character is stricken with multiple sclerosis.  As 
you play through your adventure, your 
character becomes weaker, his movements 
clunkier, the controls more erratic and 
unresponsive.  You reach the point in which 
you're no longer able to make simple jumps or 
dodge an enemy.   
 
Or what about a first-person shooter in which 
you're going incurably blind?  A dating sim that 
takes place in an increasingly repressive 
middle-eastern regime?  A life-support sim in 
which you are unable to do anything but adjust 
your hospital bed and change channels on the 
TV? 

These examples I've just mentioned would use 
the player's frustration and boredom to deepen 
his understanding of something or someone, 
and thus be anti-games with a purpose beyond 
merely pissing people off.   These examples are 
admittedly highly external ones, being 
concerned with medical or social issues; I'm 
reasonably skeptical about the ability of such 
an approach to explore something more slippery 
and internal, such as philosophy, morality, or 
religion. 
 
At the same time, these experiments in game 
design can be vital.  There was a time when 
Kojima's "action game where you don't fight the 
enemies" was regarded with skepticism; now we 
call it the stealth genre.  I doubt the day will 
come when the lines between anti-game and 
game will be blurred, or that one will overtake 
the other-- there will always be a need and 
appreciation for classically-made games with 
winning conditions, but the day may come when 
deeper, stranger, more personal games will also 
have a presence, and anti-games-- which by 
their very existence question the norms of 
game design-- will have contributed to that. 
 
Now, what was that other assumption we were 
going to question ourselves?  Oh, yes.  Do video 
games have to concern themselves with 
external conflict? 
 
One could argue that some games-- or rather, 
"non-games"-- have no conflict at all.  The Sims 
does not involve one group of objects trying to 
destroy, control, transform, or evade another 
group of objects.  But while it does lack an 
over-all goal or object, each Sim has his or her 
own wants and needs which must be satisfied in 
order to ensure their happiness and longevity.  
And while these things vary from abstract 
emotional qualities, such as companionship and 
fun, to more concrete daily necessities, such as 
eating and using the bathroom, they all are 
expressed-- and fulfilled-- in highly external 
ways. 
 
Granted, we ourselves live in a physical world, 
and even our inner most desires must be 
expressed in actual real world terms, if they 
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are to be expressed at all.21  Because we 
interact with a game, there must be, it follows, 
something for us to interact with. 
 
I do know of a game, though, that allows its 
players to express themselves in physical ways 
that actively affect the game world, and yet 
has no external conflicts built into it.  You've 
probably heard of it, and perhaps you've even 
dismissed it despite the fact that you've never 
played it.  It's called Second Life. 
 

 
First rule of Second Life: the hotter the chick, the 
more likely it's a guy.  Also: bigger boobs translates 
into shaggier facial hair. 

 
"But wait," you say: "Second Life is not a game!  
It's an internet community where creepy men 
hang out and pretend that they're women!  It's 
a giant and addictive pyramid scheme where 
people waste their actual money to buy fake 
things for their fake house!" 
 
And, yes, it is a bit weird from the outside, and 
to be frank, I'm somewhat frightened of it 
myself.  It's certainly not a game I'd want to 
spend an inordinate amount of time playing-- 
but it is still a game.  It provides a fairly robust 
system for player interaction and input; things 
you do have a real effect on the game's world; 
it utilizes an electronic audio-visual interface.  

                                                 
21 Again, one of the things art can do is it can speak 
to and for our hearts. 

All those things, then, would make it very much 
a video game. 
 
I'm not particularly interested in Second Life as 
a player, but as an enthusiast for the art form, 
it's actually fairly exciting.  For here is a game 
that allows a player to explore something-- to 
explore the world of the game, to explore 
themselves, to explore other people and to 
interact with them.  A game similar to Second 
Life, whether it be massively multiplayer or 
whether it surrounds a single player with NPCs, 
could very well be used to explore some 
internal thematic material.  And it could do it 
through a mixture of mimetic and non-mimetic 
elements-- because the game play itself is 
about exploration and self-expression. 
 
At the same time, of course, I'm not going to 
pretend that this is the answer to this essay's 
central question.  Constructing a non-winnable 
game in which one explores a particular 
philosophy or faith would be a very delicate and 
ambitious undertaking, with a number of 
challenges to overcome.  First of all, if the 
game was multi-player, who's to say that the 
game would stay "on topic", so to speak?  
Furthermore, there's the possibility that it 
could devolve into just one big chat room-- and 
while discussion can be invigorating, it is not 
quite art.22 
 
There might be more control in a single player 
game, but it's much harder to create a single 
player game that is completely open-ended.  
Eventually, whether it's twenty hours or twenty 
days later, that single player game will be 
exhausted of new and interesting content.  
Truly open-ended games, like The Sims and 
Tetris, work because they're constantly 
creating new content: in The Sims, you create 
the new content yourself, while in Tetris, new 

                                                 
22 It could be argued, of course, that this capability 
for discussion is another facet of the stand-out non-
mimetic element of the video game art form, 
namely the capacity for interaction and the 
breaking down of traditionally hierarchal 
relationships between the "creator" and his 
audience. 
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content is created by the combination of the 
psuedo-random generation of new pieces and 
the always-different context-- created by the 
way you've played the game thus far-- that you 
must slide the piece into. 
 
Of course, there's also the sort of game that 
David Sirlin proposes in his essay, "Rethinking 
Story Games":23  
 

"I can imagine one type of 'game' in 
which the player is completely unable to 
change the storyline. The 'game' is the 
(disembodied?) navigation through the 
physical game world, through time, and 
through the entangled web of the plot. 
Every object and character in every 
scene might have it's own story to 
explore, all related, all hyperlinked 
together in a sense. This is, I believe, 
what 'interactive fiction' in games would 
be like. There really is no game element, 
but interaction with the story is so 
extreme that it at least has something in 
common with games." 

 
Or, to paraphrase Proust, a game is the form 
from which it deviates the least.  I can imagine 
taking it one step further than Sirlin's already 
ambitious and unique example by freeing it 
from the demands of Story.  Instead of the non-
player characters carrying out a set storyline, 
let's give them a complex set of behaviours and 
A.I.  Let's let them react differently to different 
situations, and to allow truly unique 
interactions to take place, let's free them from 
the need for dialogue or even personal 
identities.  Let's just present the player, in his 
disembodied form, with people, animals, and 
things, moving through time and space, 
interacting in strange and curious ways. 
 
Perhaps one person is mean, and another is 
unfailingly good.  Perhaps there are good men 
and bad men and gray men who live in-
between, who waver depending on what 
situation they're in.  Perhaps one person might 

                                                 
23 Available at www.sirlin.net, and, of course, in the 
preceding pages of this very magazine. 

steal from another, or kill another.  It's not a 
story in which the same thing happens every 
time in the same way, but rather a complex 
system revolving around a central theme, be it 
moral or philosophical or psychological or 
sociological or existential or, yes, religious. 
 
It'd be a game with no set "lesson" to impart.  
The player could take from it what he wanted, 
and he might have something new to take from 
it every time he played it.  It'd be based on 
player interaction, and on the player moving to 
where he wanted to go, to see what he wanted 
to see; the game's thematic material would be 
imparted in that way instead of through pre-
canned dialogue and story points. 
 
Maybe no one can ever make a game where the 
player wants to be a stone, but I can easily 
imagine this game, in which you are the wind. 
 

The Central Question 
 
The central question remains: can you express 
the divine in a video game?  And I must confess 
I'm no closer to finding an answer to that 
question than I was when we started.  Of 
course, if I thought I knew the answer, I 
probably never would have wrote this in the 
first place. 
 
But the question behind it, the reason I wanted 
to ask that question-- to "test", in a way, the 
worth of the art form in comparison to other, 
more established art forms-- that does have an 
answer.  The possibilities inherent in the form 
stretch far beyond winning or losing, scoring 
points, and having fun.  Though you'll never 
catch me calling them anything as asinine as 
"electronic entertainment", I will freely admit 
that they're capable of so much more than 
merely being games, as virtual worlds like 
Second Life-- whatever one's personal feelings 
about them-- have demonstrated.  As the 
definition of video games continues to change 
and grow, new discoveries will be made, new 
schools of thought about design will arise.  As 
more people become capable of game creation 
-- thanks in no small part to programs like 
Game Maker-- more games will be created that 
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are freed from the strictly commercial 
considerations that have kept the form hitherto 
boxed-in. 
 
There will be such a wide variety of types of 
games available, all with different priorities 
and producing emotional and psychological 
responses more varied that "I won" and "I lost" 
or "that was cool".  Video games are capable of 

touching us deeply-- perhaps even more deeply 
than the classical arts-- because of our active 
participation in the process. 
 
It's an art form, which means not that video 
games are works of Art with a capital "A" but 
rather that they are capable of being works of 

art.  And one day, they will be. Θ 
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Reviews 
 

The Reviews section of Russell's Quarterly is devoted exclusively to freeware games.  
We are happy to do reviews upon request, especially for games that have been 
overlooked, but request at your own risk!: we do not pull punches.   
 
Requests for reviews may be sent to russellsquarterly@yahoo.com with the subject 
header "Review Request:", followed by the name of your game and a download link.  We 
tend to skew towards Game Maker games, but we are willing to consider games of other 
types. 
 
For those of you who care about such things, there are spoilers ahead. 
 

I.  Immortal Defense by Paul Eres 
  Flash Element TD* by David Scott 
 Desktop Tower Defense* by Paul Preece 
 
II.  The Power by Alexis Andújar 
 
III.  Viking Bazooka Bloodbath Reloaded by Brian Soulliard 
 
IV.  Elements of Escape by David Yates 

 
Unless noted, all games under review were created with Mark Overmars's Game Maker 
program. 
 
Games marked with one asterisk were created using Macromedia Flash. 
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TOWER DEFENSE GAMES 
Immortal Defense (Free Demo Version 0.99) by Paul Eres, Harlock Hero, John Thornton, 

Walter Eres, Long Dao, and CrazyMary.com; based on the novel "Raberata" by Robert Bisno 

 
 

Flash Element TD by David Scott        Desktop Tower Defense by Paul Preece 
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The first time I played the free demo version of 
Immortal Defense, some months before the 
first issue of this magazine was released, I must 
confess, somewhat sheepishly, that I didn't get 
it.  I had never played, let alone heard of, 
tower defense games-- a admittedly 
embarrassing omission in my gaming education  
-- and so I initially thought it was some weird 
kind of space shooter.  Not a totally 
unreasonable leap in logic on my part, as the 
mouse cursor itself fires at whichever enemy is 
closest to it, and because the game introduces 
new types of towers-- and thus the special 
mechanics and conventions of the tower 
defense genre itself-- at an extremely 
measured pace.   
 
This staggered pace, in a series of early levels 
that essentially serve as the game's tutorial, is 
not a detriment, nor do I seek to imply 
otherwise; but because I did not know what a 
tower defense game was, and because the 
special pleasures of the tower defense game 
make themselves known only gradually, I had 
no inkling of what was to come and quickly 
allowed myself to become bored with what I 
thought was a weird little space shooter after 
the first few levels. 
  
Flash-forward to the publication of the first 
issue of the Quarterly, in which I reviewed the 
first two episodes of the adventure game 
Fedora Spade.1  Paul Eres, the man who built 
Fedora's lovely engine, the Tomato Engine, 
noted that I had offered to review games upon 
request and became the first person to take me 
up on the offer, suggesting a number of titles 
including Immortal Defense.  The astute 
reader, glancing at this paragraph, the two 
above it, and those that follow, might be able 
to make an educated guess as to which of his 
games I chose to review.  (Those of you still 
struggling, please see me after class.) 
  
By this time, however, I had become familiar-- 
if only in an academic sense-- with the tower 

                                                 
1 pg. 56-61. 

defense genre.  I decided that if I was to review 
this game, my familiarity with its genre would 
have to extend beyond the merely academic, 
and so I set out to play as many tower defense 
games as possible.  It was, to put it simply, an 
extremely wise decision on my part, not only 
because I found the tower defense genre to be 
a lot of fun as a player, and not only because I 
found the genre interesting at a systemic level, 
but because it gave me the context necessary 
to truly appreciate Immortal Defense and, 
more pragmatically, to write this review. 
  
Context can be a tricky thing.  In an ideal 
world, all works of art are built to last and to 
stand independently of their time, their 
creators, and other works of art.  Films or 
books that depend on various sociological 
factors, such as the counter-culture films of the 
seventies or the socialist novels of the twenties 
and thirties, do not age well.  Ditto for works of 
outright parody-- the jokes stop being funny if 
you don't know who the joke's on-- and for film 
geek smorgasbords, full of delicate homages 
and metatextual references to other movies.2 
  
You don't need to know anything about the 
eighties, Shigeru Miyamoto, or the platforming 
genre to play, enjoy, appreciate, and "get" 
Super Mario Bros.  Now, knowing a bit about 
platformers can deepen one's level of 
appreciation; discussing Super Mario Bros. in 
the context of Alex Kidd shows off just how 
good the former is.   

                                                 
2 Though the films of Quentin Tarantino would 
certainly be considered "film geek smorgasbords", I 
feel compelled to add that his films still stand on 
their own when removed from that context.  You 
don't, for example, need to be familiar with Godard 
and the Batusi to enjoy the dance in Pulp Fiction; 
knowledge of his sources only deepens one's 
appreciation of the film and its director's talent for 
synthesis.  As a wiser man than me once said, 
synthesis is a perfectly legitimate creative talent, 
and when you think about it, the vast majority of 
great video game designers are not masters of 
original creation but of synthesis, building and 
improving on the game mechanics and ideas of 
others, combining things in new and exciting ways. 
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Another example: Sonic the Hedgehog is a 
good game, but its main selling point-- speed-- 
is only truly apparent and appreciated if given 
context by other relatively slower platformers.  
If Sonic's level of speed had been the norm in 
platforming during the eighties, the game's 
luster would diminish considerably. 
  
And so, the long and short of it is, even great 
and innovative games need other games to act 
as foils, to making the innovations and 
differences more striking, and this goes double 
for a genre as esoteric as tower defense.  By 
itself, and to an audience that's never heard of 
creeps and interest3, Immortal Defense might 
be somewhat underwhelming and too abstract 
to grasp.  But given the proper context, the 
game is quite engrossing. 
 
And so, let's give it some of that context, by 
comparing and contrasting it with two of the 
most popular and frequently imitated Flash-
based Tower Defense games, Desktop Tower 
Defense and Flash Element TD, the later of 
which is based heavily on Warcraft Element 
TD. 
 

The Basics of Tower Defense 
 
Tower Defense games do not charge you with 
defending a tower, but rather defending a given 
area with towers.  Swarms or "waves" of 
enemies or creeps attempt to move from an 
entrance to an exit, and your job is to prevent 
them from doing so by strategically placing 
various attack towers with varying attack 
powers, special skills, and attack ranges.  
Because the creeps come in large groups, and 
because a tower can only attack one creep at a 
time, larger groups of creeps mean that some 
will inevitably make it a little further towards 
their goal. 
  
Destroying creeps earns currency, which is used 
to build more towers or to upgrade existing 

                                                 
3 Creeps and interest, of course, as they pertain to 
games; the mortgage industry is a whole 'nother 
story. 

towers, thus increasing their attack prowess.  
Each new wave of creeps is generally stronger 
than the last, meaning that more and better-
upgraded towers are necessary.  If a creep gets 
to the exit, it saps player money and lives.  In 
many games, the player also earns interest on 
his unspent money at the end of each round: 
spending less in early rounds enables the player 
to afford more of the expensive high-power 
towers. 
  
That, in brief, is the essence of all tower 
defense games.  Successful game play pivots 
not only spatial placement strategy and tower 
types, but also on striking a balance between 
spending money on towers now and saving 
money for when you'll need it later; get too 
conservative in the early game, and you're 
liable to lose before you even reach the later 
stages. 
  
These three games all share these basic 
components, and they all require a high degree 
of strategy.  The types of strategies required, 
however, are vastly different.  These three 
game designers made vastly different decisions 
regarding the use of space, the types of towers 
available, and the conditions for winning, 
losing, and ending a given round of play. 
  

Spatial Placement Strategies 
  
Flash Element TD provides players with one 
snaking path to defend.  Enemies enter at the 
top left and weave their way to the top right.  
Towers can be placed on any of the grassy 
areas.  A great deal more damage is done if the 
enemy is taking damage from two-- or, in the 
case of turning corners, three-- sides, making 
the central area a virtual gauntlet of creep-
crushing splendor. 
 
Specific familiarity with this path and its 
characteristics is necessary to succeed at Flash 
Element TD; the game's not about the 
application of abstract game play principles, 
but about finding the best specific winning 
strategy.  Because of this, and because the 
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game's path never changes, it's possible for the 
game to get repetitive at extremely high levels 
of play. 
 

 
Flash Element TD.  Triangulated fire in an early level 
makes short work of creep type "small boys". 

  
Desktop Tower Defense, on the other hand, 
does not assign the player a set path, instead 
giving the creeps an open field-- or, more 
specifically, an open desk-- to transverse.  The 
player creates a path for the creeps by his 
placement of towers.  As in Flash Element TD, 
corners and gauntlets do high amounts of 
damage.  Constructing a particularly round-
about path-- requiring the creeps to snake back 
and forth and up and down, taking damage all 
the way-- is also desirable.  These principles, of 
course, must be balanced against the player's 
limited current financial resources and his 
anticipated spending needs in future rounds.  
Simply building a huge labyrinth made of mostly 
cheap (and thus weak) towers simply won't do 
in the game's final stages. 
  
Immortal Defense neither provides the player 
with one set path, nor does it allow the player 
to create the path himself; instead, each and 
every round provides a new and varied layout, 
requiring the player to place and upgrade his 
towers anew at the beginning of the round.   

Specific strategies must be developed, and the 
strategy that works in one level cannot 
necessarily be applied in the next.  The player 
is required, then, to think more deeply about 
each tower, what it can do, and the way in 
which it does it.  This need for deep thinking is 
strengthened by the fact that the towers merit 
thinking deeply about them. 
  

Tower Types 
  
On its easiest mode, Desktop Tower Defense 
gives the player five basic towers to choose 
from.  The pellet tower is the cheapest and 
most basic or average unit.  The squirt tower 
does less damage than the pellet tower, but 
attacks quickly; its opposite, the dart tower, 
does heavy damage but operates slowly.  The 
swarm tower is used to attack airborne 
enemies, who cannot be hit by the "ground-
only" dart tower; the frost tower does minimal 
damage but slows most enemies down.  (A 
special class of creep, the "immune", cannot be 
slowed down.) 
 
The four other towers that become available on 
higher modes of difficulty have more varied 
effects: the high-damaging bash tower can stun 
creeps completely (if you're lucky), the ink 
tower creates pools of ink that damage creeps 
who walk through it, the snap tower can 
explode, and the boost tower boosts the 
abilities of towers adjacent to it. 
  
Flash Element TD employs a similar schema, 
but limits the player to three initial towers-- 
cannons (high damage, slow fire, ground only), 
arrows (low damage, fast fire, ground and air), 
and air (good damage, fast fire, air only).  
Three other "elemental" towers-- water (slowing 
down creeps), earth (high damage and ground 
only), and fire (high damage, fast fire, ground 
and air)-- can be unlocked by using the "wood" 
earned after every seventh wave to "research" a 
given element.  Once all three have been 
unlocked, the player can use the uber-powerful 
(and correspondingly expensive) combo tower, 
the rocket launcher.   
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Immortal Defense.  Highlighted, from left to right: Fear, Courage, Ortho, Cut, Love, Circuit, Pride, and Strategist. 

 
That precious wood-- which only pops up five 
times over the course of the game's thirty-nine 
levels-- can also be used to increase 
the interest rate on the player's cash by five 
percent at a time.  Many high-level players, in 
pursuit of a high score, don't use the special 
towers at all, instead using the wood to jack up 
their interest-- and with it, their score.  
  
Immortal Defense goes far beyond that.  It's 
not so much that certain towers are ineffective 
against certain enemies, or that certain towers 
have higher attack powers-- though some 
certainly do-- but rather that each tower has a 
different function and method of attack. 
 
The Ortho Point, for example, attacks in the 
four cardinal directions.  Placing it on the 
inside of loops, where a creep is likely to pass 
through all four of its attack ranges, makes 
better use of it than a position where it's only 
going to attack once. 
 
Circuit Points only work in conjunction with one 
another, creating a short-range but high-
damage beam between them.  Like the Ortho 
Point, these are towers whose usefulness and 
prowess are heavily dependent on their spatial 
placement, more-so than in other tower 
defense games. 
 
The Fear Point targets the enemy within its 
range with the highest defense, reducing that 
defense to zero; the Pride Point, meanwhile, 
targets the enemy with the lowest hp.  Now 
you've got to decide where the Pride Point will 
be of more use-- up front where he can pick off 

the weaklings?  Towards the exit, in an attempt 
to stave off some of those escaping creeps? 
 

 
Immortal Defense.  The two purple Circuit Points at 
the far left entrance actually attack the creeps three 
separate times: once, as they start on the path, and 
twice below, as the creeps end up doubling back 
before heading for the exit.  At the far right, note the 
red Ortho Point and its four attack ranges, three of 
which intersect the path. 

 
In actuality, it's even more complicated than 
this, because its placement ultimately depends 
on where you've placed it compatriots.  Perhaps 
you have your cursor and a Strategist Point, 
which targets whichever enemy your cursor is 
firing upon, towards the exit, putting the bulk 
of your fire power in the front and middle of 
the path.  Those that escape your gauntlet 
might be picked off by yourself and the 
Strategist Point, targeting the more powerful 
enemies, while the Pride Point automatically 
goes after the weaklings. 
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I'm not saying that this is or isn't a necessarily 
viable strategy-- only that strategy in this tower 
defense game depends less on which towers 
you're using and more on how those towers 
work together on a given map.  There's no need 
to dismiss any group of towers as being 
insufficiently powerful for later stages of the 
game, because all towers are equally important 
in their own way and for their own purposes.   
 
The way in which the Circuit Points depend on 
one another is a mild example of this; the Love 
Point, which operates much like the Boost 
Tower in Desktop Tower Defense by making 
the towers to which it is attached more 
powerful, is actually perfectly emblematic of 
the game's central strategic principle. 
  

Round Ending Conditions 
  
Both Immortal Defense and Flash Element TD 
allow the player some breathing room between 
rounds; the round only starts when you press 
the start button, so you're given time to set up 
your towers the way you like them.  In the case 
of the latter game, this also allows you to 
correct any flaws in the previous round's 
strategy. 
  
In contrast, Desktop Tower Defense spaces its 
waves of creeps approximately thirty seconds 
apart.  If you defeat a wave in ten seconds, you 
then have around twenty to make any 
adjustments before the next wave begins; if the 
current wave is still going strong and half-way 
through your maze when the next wave begins, 
then you've got to contend with two.  (It is 
possible to send a wave early, adding a bonus 
to your score for fast and confident players.)  
Round ending and round beginning is 
simultaneous, without rest, and both 
determined by a timer. 
  
Immortal Defense shares with Desktop Tower 
Defense a timed approach to ending a round, 
though it's hardly the same thing.  Desktop, like 
Flash Element TD, sends a finite (but 
incrementally increasing) number of creeps 

with each wave.  A round only ends in Flash 
Element TD when that wave is completely 
destroyed; if a creep reaches the exit, he loops 
around to the entrance and heads along the 
path again until he's been destroyed.  If a creep 
reaches the exit in Desktop Tower Defense, he 
disappears-- if you let a few guys through, then 
you let only those few guys through. 
  
Immortal Defense, however, pits the player 
against an infinite number of creeps.  No 
matter how many you destroy, or how many 
might breach the exit, they will continue to 
keep coming at you until a stage's set time has 
run its course.  This means that you cannot, for 
example, put a lot of heavy-hitting towers at 
front in hopes that they'll decimate all the 
creeps.  The rule of even and strategic building 
goes double here, and, it must be reiterated, 
the very nature of the towers themselves 
prevent such a "big guns" approach from 
working. 
 

 
Immortal Defense.  Moving at a faster pace than most 
tower defense games, things can get a little hectic and 
confusing.  This is exacerbated by the game's use of 
flashes of light and colour.  All-in-all, it requires better 
reflexes than a more leisurely paced game like Flash 
Element TD. 

  
All-in-all, these things require you to think 
more abstractly about game play strategy, an 
abstractness that is also present in the game's 
visual design and storyline.   
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Immortal Defense.  Text-based interludes set the scene for a given level, introduce  

new game information, and advance the metaphysical concerns of the narrative. 

 
The storyline that gives Immortal Defense its 
context is more involved, more lyrical, and 
more melancholy than the simple "kill the 
creeps" objectives that informs most tower 
defense games.  It is also less obtrusive than 
that in most action and strategy games with 
significant narrative elements, doled out in 
brief but highly evocative text between levels, 
in a way that's unabashedly mimetic yet exists 
to support the prevailing game play mechanics. 
  
In brief: the aggressive Bavakh empire is trying 
to expand, using a secret dimension known as 
pathspace to reach the destinations of their 
intended conquests.  But these planets under 
attack have an ingenious mode of defense-- an 
experimental method that removes a person 
from their physical body, allowing them to exist 
in pathspace, unseen by the Bavakh and 
regarded as ghosts of pathspace.  The various 

towers or "points" are aspects of your will-- 
courage, fear, pride, love-- in pathspace, 
placed and upgraded by spending the "cache" 
one earns by destroying Bavakh invaders. 
  
The idea that neither you nor your towers exist 
in physical space as we perceive it, that you are 
an unseen and mysterious force operating in the 
depths of space, disembodied and, well, 
immortal-- is, in short, delightfully abstract and 
thus perfect for the game's line-thin paths, 
curvy and almost doodle-like shapes, and 
flashes of colour.  Further, it opens the door, if 
only slightly, to the realm of the metaphysical.  
More-so than the game's admittedly evocative 
tagline-- "Is there anything you'd give up 
everything to defend?"-- the questions the game 
asks is "What makes us human?  What makes us 
alive?" 
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The game's writing (by John Thornton) is 
nostalgic in a melancholy way, in that it 
concerns itself with a longing for things forever 
lost and thus beyond one's grasp-- an inherently 
doomed desire to staunch the flow of time 
itself.  Time passes very quickly in this game, 
and it's surprisingly startling when we find that 
two years have passed in the space of ten 
minutes of game play, or that twenty has 
passed between campaigns.  The writing walks 
a very fine line-- as delicate and gossamer-thin 
as the paths you defend-- between aching 
melancholy and emo sentimentalism, but in 
most cases it walks that line successfully, with 
some bits of dialogue being particularly 
powerful in their deceptive simplicity. 
  

 
Immortal Defense: the Circuit Points.  "Nothing can 
survive alone.  Would you have lasted in pathspace 
without the support of Aa?  Would you have been 
driven to become the first path defender from Dukis 
without the support of-- someone else?  Do you 
remember her name?"  Earlier, when the Love Point is 
introduced, we are asked, "Do you remember love?" 

  
All this supports the game play instead of 
existing at odds with it, enriching the 
experience and engendering genuine curiosity 
about the storyline.  But Eres wisely does not 
put all his eggs in the storytelling basket; he 
understands, first and foremost, that games are 
games, and he delivers addictive, engrossing, 
and compelling game play.  Part of that is the 
genre-- anyone who has played a tower defense 
game can certainly attest to its addictive 

qualities-- but part of that is the way the genre 
is tweaked. 
  
We've mentioned some of these tweaks already: 
the differing level layouts, the use of a timer, 
the seemingly endless supply of enemies, and 
the extreme variety in available tower types, 
which causes attack strategy to go far beyond 
mere determinations of attack speed versus 
attack power, instead taking into account 
enemy strengths, geometric placement of 
towers, and the way in which all tower types 
work together as a single entity-- all completely 
kosher with the central metaphysical conceit. 
 
Another related and important tweak on the 
genre has to do with the availability of towers.  
Not only are the introductions of the various 
towers staggered, as we alluded to earlier, but 
the number of towers available during normal 
play varies from one level to another.  It's not 
simply the case of having enough cache to, say, 
plunk down fifteen Ortho towers; at the 
beginning of a given stage, you'll find yourself 
limited to one or two Ortho towers.  As you play 
through the stage, more of a given tower may 
become available, but you're never given carte 
blanche. 
 
This accomplishes two things.  Firstly, it adds 
more tension to the game play.  This is a tower 
defense game where you can't simply plot out 
all the towers for a given layout at the 
beginning, sit back, and watch the mayhem; in 
this game, you have to add towers in the 
middle of the battle-- a battle in which, I must 
remind you, your mouse is also a vital 
participant.  (In fact, it'd be damn near 
impossible to clear some of these courses with 
anything close to a respectable score without 
actively using the mouse pointer; and, again, 
the Strategy Points turns explicitly around your 
use of the pointer.)  Secondly, it reemphasizes 
the need for a balanced and strategic 
combination of towers.  In other tower defense 
games, in which certain tower types do not 
have any kind of capping, it's possible to buy a 
whole lot of one very powerful tower-- such as 
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the rocket tower in Flash Element TD-- thus 
deteriorating the very kind of strategic thinking 
the genre thrives on. 
 
In fact, Eres takes this one step further: in 
certain stages, some types of towers aren't 
available at all.  And I'm not talking about the 
staggered introduction of the various aspects of 
the player's will in the first largely tutorial 
campaign, "The Humiliations and the Insults".  
There is, for example, the boss battle in which 
you are armed only with your Love Points, using 
them to assist fellow path-defender Aa against 
one of the powerful Brothers Bavakh, who has 
the ability to destroy towers.  There are less 
extreme examples, however-- levels in which 
the player finds himself denied a type of tower 
that he feels would be particular useful given 
the level layout. 
 
This, in fact, elevates what seems to be a 
particularly abstract game in an admittedly 
esoteric genre to the realm of the specific-- in 
which certain levels are more like puzzles to be 
solved.  They are puzzles that, admittedly, can 
and do support more than one solution-- which 
is, if you really think about it, emblematic of 
the genre itself and helps to account for its 
addictive character. 
 
In basically all tower defense games, and 
particular the three mentioned in this review, 
there is a lot of replay value because a player 
can come back and try to better their score by 
utilizing a different strategy.  This replayablilty 
is given special emphasis in Immortal Defense 
by virtue of its "new level, new layout" design.  
In most tower defense games, the player uses 
and adjusts a given strategy over the course of 
thirty to forty levels of play; if he makes a 
particularly boneheaded move in the twentieth 
level, or tries something off the wall that 
doesn't work, he's pretty much screwed for the 
rest of the game.  He'll have to play the game 
over again, from the start, and try to see where 
the strategy went wrong. 
 

 
Immortal Defense.  In this level, only four points are 
available: one Fear, one Love, two Circuits, and six 
Strategist.  The layout of the level makes it a natural 
for using corner-and-loop loving Cut Points or the 
ninety-degree angle Ortho Points, which could overlap 
with some of the twists of the path, creating multiple 
points of attack.  By removing two options that would 
seem like shoo-ins for this layout, Eres encourages us 
to think more deeply about the level's design and 
challenges. 

 
Whereas in Immortal Defense, if a player 
screws up in a given level, or loses too many of 
his lives, he simply plays through that level over 
again.  This encourages him to experiment, and 
thus discover and test new strategies.  Quite 
smartly Immortal Defense provides a level 
select screen, allowing the player to play over 
any previous beaten level at any time.  The 
game saves the highest score in a given stage; if 
you beat that high score in a replay, the 
amount of cache available in the next stage 
increases accordingly.  If you do not beat the 
high score, that score-- and the starting cache 
for the level following it-- remains the same.  
This, in turn, encourages the player to play 
through a stage over, and thus encourages them 
to become better players and thinkers in 
regards to tower defense games.  
 

Recommendations 
 
As you've no doubt gathered from the preceding 
discussion, Immortal Defense is an interesting 
and thoughtful look at the tower defense genre.  
In fact, all three of the games we looked at in 
the preceding pages are interesting, thoughtful, 
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quality examples of the genre-- and those 
things that make them interesting, I think, are 
most evident when compared with one another. 
 
But just because I grouped them together for 
the purposes of this review, and just because 
I've been comparing and contrasting them, 
doesn't mean I'm going to play the "this one's 
better" game.  They're all terrific, in my 
opinion, and that's really all that needs to be 
said. 
 
I will say, however, that if someone is 
completely and totally new to the genre, their 
best bet would be to start with Flash Element 
TD before trying their hand at either of the 
other two.  It's a good solid example of the 
basics of the genre, with a few bells and 
whistles-- it's more accessible and less abstract 
than either of the other two.  Playing it 
certainly helped me to better appreciate and 
understand Immortal Defense. 
 
One other thing, though, that I should address-- 
this review in regards to Immortal Defense can 
only speak for the first two of its six campaigns, 
as they were the only campaigns available in 

this free demo version.  Immortal Defense is a 
commercial game, with a $22.95 price tag. 
 
Generally, I wouldn't review a commercial 
game, but because, one, it was a request, and 
because, two, the demo consists of thirty-two 
separate levels and provided me with several 
hours of compelling game play, I actually 
consider this particular demo to be the 
equivalent of a full game and thus worthy of a 
review.  (Usually, though, I'm going to turn 
down review requests for commercial games, 
demo versions, or works-in-progress.) 
 
Having not played the other four campaigns, I 
of course cannot say with certainty that they 
maintain the same level of quality and depth on 
display in the first two-- but I do find it 
extremely likely that they're just as compelling, 
if not more so.  Now, I'm not recommending 
that you necessarily buy the game-- ultimately, 
that's a decision you have to make for yourself.  
But I am certainly recommending that you 
download the free demo version of the game-- 

it's rewarding enough in its own right. Θ 
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The Power 

Platform Shooter by Alexis Andújar 

 
 
The Power crash-lands the player on a weird 
and uncharted planet, and tasks him with 
recovering his survival gear, navigating hostile 
terrain, and defeating bosses-- all of 
whom speak of a mysterious power, always 
prefaced with a certain definite article.  It's all 
fairly standard platforming stuff, but it's done 
very well-- with style, grace, and balance.  
While it doesn't add anything to the genre or 
provide any new twists on old chestnuts, they 
are, in the end, still very tasty chestnuts. 
  
The game is somewhat non-linear, in a 
linear way.1  The player is allowed to explore 

                                                 
1 There are different degrees and types of non-
linearity in video games, and I plan on a full and 

the planet, moving not only left and right but 
also ascending and descending, revisiting old 
areas at will, with numerous and helpful save 
points and check points scattered throughout.  
This exploration-- and thus, the non-linearity-- 
is buffered by barriers of various sorts, which 
can, in turn, be overcome or destroyed by the 
weapons, items, and upgrades you pick up in 

                                                                                        
engrossing discussion of these types, their 
implications, implementations, and potential in a 
future cover feature article.  Expect The Power to 
be mentioned, and this review to be cross-
referenced if not outright cribbed in that cover 
feature.  (It will also likely make an appearance, for 
reasons that will soon be obvious, in next issue's 
cover feature on Boss Battles.) 
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your explorations.  A recently opened area will 
often contain the tool required to open another 
area, and that area the next one. 
  
On a systemic level, it's quite elegant; the 
motivation for exploring an area, and ultimately 
for playing the game, is to unlock more areas to 
explore and the means to do so.  That is, the 
player wants to play the game so he can play 
more of the game.  This central game 
mechanic-- often at the heart of many 
exploration-based platformers-- also provides a 
benchmark for the player's progress: namely, 
the ever-increasing area the player makes 
available to himself.  Some games, such as 
Albero and the Great Blue Emblem2, 
emphasize this benchmark in a more obvious 
way by tracking the player's progress on a map-
screen. 
 
On another level, though, this mechanic 
actually reveals the game to be far more linear 
than it seems.  The player cannot explore at 
will, but rather only explore certain areas; new 
areas are unlocked in a certain and specific 
order.  There is not more than one way to beat 
the game, no areas are optional.  Every player 
will fight the game's (many) (hard) bosses in the 
same exact order. 
 
This is not a fault of game design but rather the 
end result of that elegant and rewarding game 
mechanic, and, indeed, games that share this 
particular mechanic-- such as Blaster Master 
and the aforementioned Albero-- are less non-
linear than games like Zelda or Metroid.  The 
game's central mechanic, which depends upon 
getting object a to bypass barrier b, where you 
can find object c to open up d, et cetera, 
basically herds the player from one area to the 
next, often tracking back and forth over the 
same terrain, in a strictly linear fashion. 
  
Comparing and contrasting The Power with 
Albero is actually quite apt and revealing, as 
the two games provide very different game play 
experiences using the same central exploration 

                                                 
2 See the review of Albero in our second issue, 
pages 72-76. 

mechanic.  In both games, items or ability 
power-ups function as increasers of mobility.  In 
The Power, however, these items also do 
double-duty as weapons, making them perfectly 
at home with its action- and dexterity-heavy 
approach.  Land mines, missiles, and even a 
grappling hook not only destroy or overcome 
terrain but also baddies. 
 
Albero, on the other hand, with its more 
cerebral approach, favoured puzzle-solving over 
action.  Enemies were mostly to be avoided and 
seldom put in an appearance.  It made that 
game somewhat "zen" and peaceful, but is also 
made it somewhat less accessible, as players 
could get stuck on a given puzzle for hours if 
not days.3  In The Power, however, there are 
no real puzzles; its focus is strictly on the 
action, and the exploration functions as part of 
that action.  It makes the game more accessible 
and increases, in a strange way, a sense of 
fairness; your progress in Albero could be 
hampered by not being able to figure out what 
solution its creator had in mind, while in The 
Power, the only thing hampering the player's 
progress is his own ability.  You don't have to 
figure anything out; you just have to be good-- 
damn good-- at the game. 
 
 

 
The Power.  The grappling hook allows the player to 
reach areas outside the range of his leap. 

                                                 
3 I'm still stuck in the same place I was back on page 
76 of our second issue.  Anyone want to help?  
...Anyone? 
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And it is no walk in the park.  The game's many 
bosses provide a great deal of challenge; they 
are often equipped with both devastatingly 
powerful attacks and an ungodly high number of 
hit points.  Most of these battles fall into the 
predictable pattern of "dodge, than shoot, 
dodge, than shoot"-- a pattern that, in this 
itineration, requires extremely precise timing 
on the part of the player.  The player must slip 
into a very exacting rhythm and maintain it-- a 
process made doubly nerve-wracking not only 
by the length of these battles, due to the 
aforementioned high number of hit points, but 
also by the fact that the game does not feature 
a pause script and boss chambers do not have 
any kind of "safe" zones. 
 

 
The Power.   Even the game's very first boss is 
extremely difficult and unforgiving. 

 
Thankfully, a check-point save is created 
whenever a player enters a boss battle, and so, 
upon the player's demise, his hit points will be 
restored to whatever they were at the battle's 
commencement.  This gives the player a chance 
to catch his breath (and rest his twitching 
fingers) between attempts, and upon defeating 
a boss, one's hit points and missile count are 
restored to the maximum. 
 
In fact, the game's regular save points-- 
distributed quite liberally through out the game 
world-- also restore one's health and missiles to 
the maximum.  And, since these save points are 
separate from the check-point saves, no one 
has to worry about the frustrating experience of 
being "stuck" at a boss, unable to access any 

other part of the game without starting over.  
Of course, because the game's trajectory is so 
linear, there's not much else to do but to stomp 
over old territory. 
 
This extremely forgiving save system renders 
any kind of health power-ups irrelevant, and so 
Andújar wisely does not bother providing them.  
The save and check-point system also help to 
smooth out the game's difficulty level-- an 
example of player's advocacy at its best. 
 
The game's controls are another matter.  While 
I did not particularly mind the use of the up 
arrow key to jump in this case-- it helps that 
the game doesn't have any bottomless pits or 
instant death spikes that necessitate a lot of 
quick and careful jumping-- I found the four 
action buttons to be a little overwhelming, 
especially since they were placed, somewhat 
oddly and non-intuitively, in the middle of the 
keyboard.  It did help to mitigate things that 
two of these actions-- dropping mines and 
activating the grappling hook-- were used far 
less seldomly than the power beam and 
missiles. 
 
The missiles themselves might make the game a 
little too easy; they make short work of most 
enemies and are extremely effective against 
most bosses.  In fact, the last set of "bosses"-- 
four sword-wielding stick figures in formations 
of one, one, and two-- are pathetically simple 
to dispatch with the use of one's upgraded 
missiles.  After defeating them, I came across 
the game's final save point.  Ah, I thought.  This 
must be it.  The big kahuna.  I saved my game 
and girded myself for the boss fight of my life. 
 
Instead, I discovered that the game was over.  
To say that this last leg of the journey was 
somewhat disappointing is a bit of an 
understatement.  Thinking over my experience, 
I realized that while many of the game's bosses 
were difficult, the ones I had the most 
difficulty with-- the ones who killed me the 
most times-- were actually at the beginning of 
the game.  As I found more weapons and health 
increasers, I became more powerful and the 
game became easier.  I think some more work 
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should have been put into creating bosses and 
threats that were credible despite my increase 
in power. 
 
I also think-- and of course this is quite strange 
coming from me!-- that the game's storyline 
was disappointing.  I wasn't expecting a whole 
lot out of the game's promised titular 
revelation.  I knew that the boss characters 
continually spoke of this mysterious Power, and 
that they continually  upbraided me for 
perceived greediness on my part.  Some of the 
bosses were downright friendly, like a poor frog 
with indigestion, and so I expected, at the 
game's end, to learn a lesson about the pitfalls 
of selfishness and man's propensity for violence; 
a lesson that, while cloyingly moralistic, would 
be strangely appropriate for a game about 
exploration (read: expansion, in the Manifest 
Destiny mode) and treasure-hunting. 
 
But when I reached the game's end, and it was 
revealed not only that the Power was that of 
imagination itself, and that I had proved myself 
worthy of that Power by killing creatures and 
grabbing as many items as possible, I felt a 
profound sense of cognitive disconnect.  Did 
Andújar not realize what he had been building 
to through-out his game, or that the ending he 
gave us is directly at odds with that build-up? 
 

 
The Power.  The game's best ending is achieved by 
collecting all possible items.  Hurray for imperialistic 
greed! 

 
While The Power may be inconsistent in 
regards to its difficultly level and thematic 
elements, there is one overarching constant, 
and that's the game's pure playability.  As I said 
at the top of the piece, it doesn't really add 
anything new to the formula-- but it mostly 
delivers on that formula, and it must be said 
again that that formula is a potent one.  It is 
also, to its credit, extremely fast-paced-- 
something one really couldn't say for most 
exploration-based games, especially those with 
a higher degree of nonlinearity-- and thus never 

overstays its welcome. Θ 
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Viking Bazooka Bloodbath Reloaded 
Arcade Action by Brian Soulliard, David Sulon, M. Rijks, Ian Luck, Inferno, Abyssmal, Man and Petenice 

 
 
Every once in a while, a game comes along that 
gives you exactly what you expect from it; such 
is the case with Viking Bazooka Bloodbath 
Reloaded.  On its surface, from the title alone, 
I expected the game to feature at least one 
Viking, at least one bazooka, and a rather high 
body count.  And on those counts, it does not 
disappoint. 
 
Furthermore, because the title promised a 
Viking and a bazooka, I expected it to be 
slightly off-beat; because it promised high-tech 
weaponry and a lot of things to shoot at with 
such weaponry, I expected it to be extremely 
fast-paced and twitchy.  Because I was 
expecting fast-paced and twitchy game play, I 

also expected the controls to be responsive, the 
damage system to be fair in relation to the 
game's level of challenge, and a decent handful 
of options beyond merely "shoot" and "stab".   
 
Because the game is called Viking Bazooka 
Bloodbath Reloaded, I was expecting the game 
to be deserving of such an exquisite-- though 
apparently randomly-generated-- title.  Finally, 
because I am a gamer, and every gamer has the 
right to not just expect but to demand that a 
game be good, I was thusly demanding. 
 
On all these counts, the game succeeds; 
everything I asked of it is present and 
accounted for. 
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The game tasks you with slaughtering literally 
dozens of English knights and merry men with 
either your trusty blade or laser-firing bazooka  
-- both of which, in a nice twist, are equally 
capable of getting the job done.  The supply of 
bazooka-fodder is infinite and exponentially 
increasing; the more of them you defeat, the 
larger the number in the next wave, until the 
end of the round. 
 
The player himself does not have a finite 
number of hit points; rather, death occurs when 
the player takes damage twice in short 
succession.  Put enough distance between 
yourself and an attacker after taking a hit (or, 
better yet, blast 'im with your bazooka), and 
you can take literally dozens of hits.1  This 
makes the game's difficulty somewhat less 
overwhelming, and is, frankly, one of the best 
game design decisions that creator Brian 
Soulliard made. 
 
Each of the game's four modes contains three 
rounds, with each mode having its own round-
ending conditions.  In the Survival and Coin 
modes, your jobs are to kill as many enemies 
and collect as many coins, respectively, as you 
can before the enemies kill you; the Lightning 
mode tasks you with defeating one hundred 
enemies as quickly as you can without dying, 
while in the Thor mode, in which you cannot 
die, you endeavour to defeat as many as you 
can before a minute elapses. 
 
These modes not only provide some variety, but 
are in and of themselves finely-tuned.  In Thor 
mode, for example, the enemies multiply at a 
much higher rate, literally swamping the 
screen.  And while you might be unable to die, 
you still take damage-- pausing slightly and 
jumping back, making it more difficult to kill as 
many enemies as you would like to.  Or take the 
Coin mode; new coins fall to the earth at a 
pretty constant rate, but each coin disappears 
mere moments after touching ground.  To 
succeed, not only do you have to clear enemies 

                                                 
1 Give him points for historical accuracy here, for 
the Vikings were a hearty people.  The use of 
bazookas?  Eh, not so much. 

out of your path, but you have to move quickly 
to boot. 
 
Luckily, our little Viking not only runs quickly 
and jumps fairly high, but he can use his 
bazooka to greatly cut down on his travel time.  
In strict observance of Newton's Third Law of 
Motion, for every death laser moving swiftly 
and mercilessly to the right side of the screen, 
there is a Viking moving to the left, and vice-
versa.  This not only destroys enemies, but 
moves you away from any survivors-- at least, 
for the briefest of moments.  It also discourages 
a player from holding down the bazooka button, 
as it won't do much good if you're stuck in a 
corner and an enemy is standing right next to 
you: there are no "cheats", as far as I can see, 
in Viking Bazooka Bloodbath Reloaded.   
 

 
Viking Bazooka Bloodbath Reloaded.  Wow, someone 
had tacos for lunch. 

 
The bazooka also allows you to move vertically, 
propelling yourself upwards-- thus making it 
easier to scramble for some of those coins stuck 
on high platforms.  In fact, the bazooka has a 
number of uses beyond merely firing left and 
firing right; aiming it upwards will result in 
sizzling fireworks, while holding up and the left 
or right button while firing will result in an 
extremely useful refracturing of your laser into 
several smaller beams-- each one just as 
deadly. 
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Viking Bazooka Bloodbath Reloaded.  Another 
example of the surprising variety of ways the player 
can use his bazooka. 

 
All-in-all, this makes the bazooka a highly 
effective long-range weapon.  And while it is 
justly the focus of the game play, that's not to 
say it's necessarily "better" than the closer-

range sword.  The sword is far more practical 
when a huge swarm of enemies are clustering 
about you, and it, too, has a number of 
different itinerations: you can attack enemies 
not only in front of you. but also below and 
above you, while holding the left or right 
button while attacking will dash a short 
distance through several enemies.  And 
because, in a very wise and balanced decision, 
the bazooka takes the briefest of moments to 
charge up, the player cannot rely on it alone; 
Soulliard puts a greater emphasis on the use of 
both weapons in order to survive. 
 
It's another damn good decision in what appears 
to be a long line of damn good decisions.  The 
game is well balanced, creative, and has no 
major flaws as far as I can ascertain; it provides 
surprisingly deep game play for its scale and 

type. Θ 
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Elements of Escape 
Puzzle Platformer by David Yates and Emre Arbaç 

 
 
Elements of Escape features two sets of 
powers-- one creative and the other 
destructive-- and tasks the player with using 
them both to overcome obstacles, defeat 
enemies, and reach the goal.  Each of these 
powers are incarnated in a separate character-- 
the platform-destroying Fire and the platform-
creating Ice-- and the player switches between 
them, at will, as he guides them to the exit. 
 
In brief: Ice is able to create two types of 
platforms-- the simple but transitory light blue 
variety and the almost permanent dark blue 
frozen sort.  Fire, for his part, can destroy 
these platforms, along with wooden crates.  
Robotic enemies are thwarted by hitting them 
with water, a process that involves first 

creating an ice block and then melting it with a 
fireball.  Each character has a finite number of 
uses of these abilities per level; freezing a 
block costs five additional points on Ice's part.  
Ice can create a platform anywhere within 
view, while Fire's shots can only move through 
open space; i.e., he cannot fire through a solid 
platform while Ice can. 
 
It's a very simple concept, and while it lacks the 
depth of other puzzle-based multiple skill set 
games (such as the often-mentioned-around-
these-parts Albero and the Great Blue 
Emblem, or the LucasArts classic adventure 
game Maniac Mansion), it's still a very pleasant 
diversion.  This lack of depth might be 
attributed to the fact that, unlike those 
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parenthetically-invoked games, Elements of 
Escape turns on the use of only two characters 
with diametrically-opposed skill sets.  And the 
very nature of these powers-- creating and 
destroying platforms-- greatly diminishes the 
"puzzle" element of this puzzle game. 
 
There's never a point, for example, in which the 
player stares at the screen and wonders "How 
the hell do I do this?", a key component, one 
might argue, of a successful puzzle game.  
There's not really anything to "puzzle" out here; 
all the answers are readily available.  If faced 
with a bed of spikes, you create ice platforms 
upon which to spirit your protagonists across.  If 
faced with a destructible obstacle, you destroy 
it.  If you come across the Ice-only snow blocks, 
you let Ice do the walking; same goes for the 
Fire-only blocks. 
 
This isn't because the levels themselves show a 
lack of imagination; Yates calls upon a number 
of platforming standards to give the game a few 
bells and whistles, from springboards to floating 
platforms.  The fault lies, instead, with 
something deeper-- with the skill sets 
themselves.  There are only so many puzzles 
that can be solved by either creating or 
destroying platforms. 
 
This becomes readily apparent, in fact, when 
the player accesses the game's Level Editor.  
Any attempts I made to come up with 
something truly puzzling ended in frustration, 
not because of any difficulty I had with the 
Level Editor-- it's very straightforward and user-
friendly-- but because there just aren't many 
actual puzzles that could be solved with these 
skill sets. 
 
What's required to beat these levels, in fact, is 
not so much the exercise of one's gray matter 
but rather one's fingers.  Elements of Escape 
puts a great deal of emphasis on dexterity and 
speed, and is at its best when it calls upon the 
player to constantly switch between the two 
several times in quick succession.  It really 
gives a strong sense of cooperation between the 

two characters-- a sense that you generally 
don't get to see in a single-player experience. 
 

 
Elements of Escape.  The Level Editor.  The various 
tabs at the bottom of the screen, each containing 
various types of objects, keeps it simple and 
uncluttered. 

 
That being said, it doesn't call upon too much 
dexterity and speed on the part of the player.  
Ice's ability to freeze platforms greatly 
decreases the sense of urgency, and to be 
frank, with fifty points to use per level, there's 
never really any danger that the player's going 
to run out.  If the number of uses had been 
level-specific-- like the use of the egg-shooter 
in the Lolo/Eggerland games-- the player would 
have to be more careful about how they used 
them.  This, in turn, might make it easier to 
create puzzles around these skill sets. 
 
And, in fact, if the various check-points, which 
increase one's score but otherwise have no 
impact on the game, were replaced with, say, a 
few extra fire or ice shots, this too would add 
some weight to the puzzle side of the equation.  
Imagine, for example, needing to use ice shots 
to get a fire power-up and needing to use fire 
shots to get an ice power-up-- and, of course, 
without getting both there aren't enough ice or 
fire shots to get to the goal.  That sort of trade-
off would result in more complex puzzles, and 

thus a more rewarding experience. Θ 
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Paper Games 

 by August Poole 

 
I found the first level yesterday.  I recognized it 
instantly-- the two long rectangles stretching 
from the top of the page to its bottom, the 
continue point at the start of the second 
rectangle, the spartan design of the boss 
chamber, the boss itself: a dog-- was it their 
dog?  was it the alien's?-- I distinctly remember 
the dog being somewhat of a tragic figure. 
  
I called George to ask him if he knew who the 
dog belonged to.  He didn't remember.  I didn't 
think he would.  He remembered the game, of 
course, and he remembered a couple of things 
about it-- that the second brother's name was 
P.J., after our neighbor, that they had missile 
launchers, and that the last level was a 
basketball game. 
  
"No," I said.  "That was the last level in the 
second one.  I remember arguing with you 
about it." 
  
"How many did we make?" 
  
"I think it was just the three.  I vaguely 
remember starting a fourth one, but we never 
really finished it." 
  
"We didn't really finish any of them." 
  
"Well, yeah." 
 
"Was that all we did, was Baby Dudes?" 

"I don't remember.  I think we did some others, 
but all I can remember anything about is the 
Dudes." 
  
"Well, it's cool that you found that." 
  
"Yeah.  You want me to bring it over 
sometime?" 
  
"Nah, that's okay.  You keep it.  Uh.  I gotta go." 
  
"Okay." 
  
"Thanks for calling." 
   
That was the first time I talked to my brother in 
four years. 
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 We were never really very close.  We had 
completely different temperaments: he was 
athletic, aggressive, mischievous, and 
extremely extroverted.  I was very quiet, very 
weak, very nerdy, fairly self-important yet also 
self-effacing, and, by all accounts, extremely 
annoying.  He had his feet planted pretty damn 
firmly on solid earth.  I was highly unrealistic in 
my view of the world. 
  
He beat me up a lot, wrecked a lot of my stuff.  
He had a mean streak in him, and was not 
above defecating on something (or someone) to 
make a point.  The last time that I remember 
him doing this was when he was fourteen, when 
he wiped his ass with my beloved hand puppet 
Harry the Dinosaur.  He liked to torture animals 
(especially squirrels) and start fires.  We were a 
bit worried that he'd end up being a serial 
killer.  As far as I can ascertain, he's mellowed 
considerably in the years since and has not, to 
the best of my knowledge, taken a human life.  
But that's besides the point. 
  
The point is, it was not a healthy relationship 
and we did not enjoy one another's company.  
The only thing we had in common-- the only 
thing that ever threatened to bring us together 
-- was the NES.  We loved the NES certainly 
more than we loved one another, and perhaps 
even more than we loved our family.  I 
remember one night when we overheard our 
parents arguing about getting a divorce.  My 
brother and I talked it over, and the next 
morning we informed them quite solemnly that 
we'd live with whoever got the Nintendo.  (The 
divorce never happened; our parents stayed 
together until my mother's death in a freak car 
accident.) 
  
My brother liked cars, and sports, and building 
things, and I liked books, and music, and 
paintings, but we both liked video games and, 
given the time period, we both liked the same 
kinds of video games.  In the eighties, the 
platformer ruled supreme.  So ensconced was 
the connection between "Nintendo" and 
"platformer" in my mind that I didn't even call 
them platformers or sidescrollers: they were 
video games-- that was what a video game 

was.  (Zelda, of course, was a special 
exception; Zelda was Zelda.)  In fact, when 
confronted with a game that wasn't a 
platformer, I was confused.  I remember 
reading aloud from the instruction booklet for 
the scrolling shooter Dino Riki-- whenever we 
got a new game, it was my job to read aloud 
from the booklet, a post in which I took an 
unseemly amount of pride-- and omitting the 
part that said you moved up and down in 
addition to left and right, figuring it had to be 
some mistake on the part of the instruction 
booklet. 
  
Later, of course, as more games and genres 
become available on the market, our tastes 
would diverge considerably: George liked racing 
games, sports games, first-person shooters, and 
fighters.  I couldn't stand any of those, and he 
couldn't stand the puzzle and adventure games I 
developed a knack for.  We both still liked 
platformers, and we both learned to love RPGs, 
but what was once a common bond soon 
became a point of contention. 
  
But, like always, I'm getting ahead of myself.  
Back then, platformers were pretty much the 
whole show and that was more than enough to 
get my brother and me to coexist-- more than 
enough to inspire a common devotion, 
obsession, and a wild, wild dream, the kind of 
dream I had all the time, the kind of dream 
that my brother never had much use for and 
have proven immune to but in this case, in this 
one instance, it was a dream he shared: we 
would make Nintendo games. 
  
How, exactly, we would make those Nintendo 
games was not quite clear.  We certainly didn't 
know anything about programming and, indeed, 
I don't think we even had a clue what 
programming entailed.  I remember one time 
when George busted open a cartridge, and we 
were disappointed and perplexed when 
confronted by the various chips, which proved 
to be inscrutable to us.  But we wouldn't let 
that stop us.  We would make the games 
anyway.  We would plan them all out-- we'd 
make the level layouts, do the character 
designs and the power-ups, all on sheets of 
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plain white eight-and-a-half-by-eleven paper.  
And then, once we had learned how to make 
them, we'd just copy from our extensive plans.  
Or-- and this option looked better all the time-- 
we would find someone who knew how to make 
sense of these little green chips who would do 
it for us. 
  
Our first game, we decided, would be a 
cooperative two-player game (of course, we 
didn't call it that at that time, we had never 
heard the term "cooperative two-player", and 
so we just called it a "both-at-once" two-player 
game) about two brothers saving their mother 
from an evil alien that had fallen in love with 
her.  To prevent these stalwarts-- who, 
improbably, possessed wrist-mounted missile 
launchers at the ages of eight and seven-- from 
making said rescue, the alien used a special ray 
to de-age them into toddlers.  Hence the title, 
Baby Dudes.   
  

 
 
They could speak, think, and-- yes-- operate 
wrist-mounted missile launchers at the same 
capacity as before, but they now had to crawl 
instead of walk.  Well, that wasn't quite true; 
we decided that they could walk after all, but 
only for a little bit at a time; after a few 
seconds of high-speed walking, the Dudes would 
fall down and have to resume crawling.  I 
remember that we thought this was quite 
revolutionary, though in retrospect it would 
actually have been very frustrating. 
  
The storyline had a number of twists and turns.  
While I still can't remember who the dog 
belonged to in that first level, I remember that 
after defeating him, the dog shrunk you down 
to mouse-size, just in time to find yourself in 
the domain of the Rat King-- sneaky ally to the 

evil alien prince!  At the end of the third level, 
you actually did rescue your mother, only to 
discover, to your horror, that the alien prince 
has used another one of his rays to transform 
her.  Now, instead of looking like a human, she 
looked like an alien!  (The aliens, by the way, 
all looked like Alf.  We were big Alf fans.) 
  
Off you went, through the underwater level, 
followed by a level on the freeway where you 
had to dodge cars (!) until you reached a NASA 
base.  Stowing away on the rocket, the Dudes 
then found themselves faced with a side-
scrolling shooter level before arriving on the 
alien's spaceship.  After defeating the alien, the 
Dudes got their hands on his reverse-o-ray, 
capable of reversing either their own 
transformation or their mother's.  With only 
enough energy left for one charge, the Dudes 
restored their mother, selflessly dooming 
themselves to a life-time as toddlers with 
missile launchers. 
  
Almost immediately after finishing our 
masterpiece (on paper), we set to work on its 
sequel.  And I do mean almost immediately-- 
we finished the original one Saturday morning 
and began work on Baby Dudes II: Toddler 
Trouble during lunch.  My mother looked at 
what we were doing, and while she was glad 
that George wasn't giving me an Indian burn, or 
a wet willy, or a swirlie, or a Charlie Horse, she 
was characteristically skeptical about our desire 
to make video games.  "You're never going to do 
anything with it.  All you're doing is wasting my 
paper." 
  
By the time we were reaching the finish of our 
second game, George got a basketball game as 
a birthday present.  That's when he insisted 
that the final boss battle take the form of a 
basketball game for the fate of the universe.  (I 
swear to God, this was years before Space 
Jam.)  I disagreed; while I had said "okay" when 
he wanted to put a space shooter level towards 
the end of the first game, I felt that a 
basketball game would be too different from 
the rest of the game.  One bleeding nose later, 
I acquiesced. 
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My memories of the third game are even fainter 
than the first two.  I know that it was created 
in the wake of Super Mario Bros. 3, and so 
naturally it employed a large world map with 
levels you could choose not to play.  The game 
play was more varied: in addition to platformer 
levels, there were a number of race car levels, 
one-on-one versus kung-fu levels, and sporting 
events.  I didn't much like it-- I really just 
wanted to stick with the platforming-- but I did 
most of the work anyway. 
  
I always did.  Even though George certainly had 
input in the first couple of games, and though I 
remember the two of us doing it together, the 
fact is that I did the actual nitty-gritty of it: 
character design, level layouts, distribution of 
power-ups. 
  

Looking at it now, holding this sheet of paper in 
my hands, my sketchy pencil lines smudged and 
faint, I see that I didn't do it very well.  It looks 
extremely boring.  I don't remember what the 
power-ups did, but I know now that there's too 
many of them.  And that first boss looks kinda 
sad now.  Shooting it with missile launchers is 
kinda mean. 
  
I should probably just throw it out, the way I 
have with other relics of my childhood.  
Juvenilia serves no purpose except to embarrass 
you later. 
  
At the same time, it's the only thing that's left 
of the Baby Dudes trilogy, save for my 
memories.  And they, too, are smudged and 

fading. Θ 

 
August Poole prefers his work to speak for itself. 
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Next Time 

 
Boss Battles 

 
All images are copyright their respective copyright holders.  They are used in this magazine for 
the purposes of academic criticism. 
 
Once more, any and all correspondence may be sent to russellsquarterly@yahoo.com .  Please 
mark your correspondence in one of the following categories: Letters, Articles, Review Requests, 
or Fiction. 
 
Thank you for reading and commenting upon this magazine.  Please don't hesitate to share it with 
your friends or provide links on your website-- the only way a thing can continue to live is if it 
continues to grow, and the only way it can grow is with your help. 
 
All baby cows are lost. 


